BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
MEETING OF THE PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Monday, 22nd February 2021 at 3.30pm
(Or immediately after Black Country Consortium Ltd AGM)
Microsoft Teams

AGENDA

Time
3.30pm

No
1

Item
Apologies and welcome
(to include New Members)

Presenter
Chair

Report
None

Type
None

Declarations of Interests (relating to this
meeting and notification of any changes that
require the Declaration of Interest form to be
revised.)

Chair

None

None

Yes

Decision

Governance
2

Gift Register - to notify the Company Secretary
of any gifts or hospitality with an estimated value
of at least £50 which you receive in your role as a
member of the LEP.
3.32pm

3

Public Minutes of the LEP Board held on 18th Chair
January 2021

3.35pm

4

Appointments to Outside Bodies
• City of Wolverhampton College

Chair

Yes

Decision

Policy Update

SM

Yes

Decision

DD

Yes

Note

DD

Yes

Note

MR

Yes

Decision

Strategy
3.40pm

5

3.45pm

6

3.50pm

7

3.55pm

8

a) LEP Away Day
b) Levelling Up Funds - Letters
c) Economic Intelligence Unit
• Economic Dashboard
• ESFA 2019/20 (Final)
Apprenticeship Starts
Local Industrial Strategy Update: Sector Action
Plans
Intelligence Update: Brexit and Covid Risk
Analysis
Next Steps on Energy in the Black Country

1

4.00pm

9

Get Building Fund
National Brownfield Institute

4.05pm

10

4.10pm

11

SE

Yes

Decision

Employment & Skills Theme Advisory Board – 2nd NK
February 2021
PR and Communications Update
NJ/KB

Yes

Note

Yes

Decision

12

Exclusion of the Press and Public: Chair
‘That the public and press be excluded from the
rest of the meeting to avoid the possible disclosure
of exempt information under Schedule 12A to the
Local Government Act 1972 for the reasons stated
on the agenda’.
Agenda
(Not Open to Public and Press)
Exempt Information
Paragraph 3
Information relating to the financial or business
affairs of any particular person (including the
authority holding that information).

None

Decision

4.15pm

13

Minutes of the Funding Sub-Group held on 6th
January and 4th February 2021

FSG Chair

Yes

Decision

4.20pm

14

Private Policy Update – Business Support Review
West Midlands

SM

Yes

Note

4.25pm

15

Risk Report

LS

Yes

Note

4.30pm

16

Local Programmes – Dashboards
• Growth deal - In Flight Current Financial
Year
• Growth Deal - Future Years
• Black Country Pipeline (PowerBi)
• Land and Property Investment Fund
• Growing Places Fund
• Black Country Enterprise Zones

LS

Yes

Note

17

Date of Next Meeting
22nd March 2021

Chair

None

Info.

For noting

2
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Public Minutes of a Meeting of the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership
18th January 2021 at 3.00 pm
Microsoft Teams
Present:

Tom Westley
Cllr Adrian Andrew
Cllr Ian Brookfield
Kevin Davis
Martin Dudley
Rachel Eade MBE
Cherry Elliott
Maxine Espley
Chris Handy
Cllr. Patrick Harley
Ninder Johal
Prof Geoff Layer
Cllr Danny Millard
Jatinder Sharma
Amanda Tomlinson
Group;

Chair;
Walsall MBC;
City of Wolverhampton;
The Vine Trust;
Thomas Dudley Ltd.;
Red;
Higgs & Sons;
Accord Group;
Accord Group;
Dudley MBC;
Nachural Communications;
University of Wolverhampton;
Sandwell MBC;
Walsall College;
Black Country Housing

Other attendees
Sarah Middleton – BCC Ltd.
Kevin O’Keefe – Dudley MBC;
Tim Johnson – City of Wolverhampton;
Michelle Nutt – BEIS;
Aaron Toussaint – BEIS;
Prof Delma Dwight – BCC Ltd.;
Katherine Birch – BCC Ltd.;
Jaspal Sohal – BCC Ltd.;
Lara Smith – BCC Ltd.;
Stuart Everton – BC Transport Team;
Kelly Valente – Walsall Accountable Body;
Richard Lawrence – City of Wolverhampton
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Apologies:

1/21

Councillors Mike Bird, Maria Crompton and Brian
Edwards and Paul Brown, Lindsey Flynn and Prof
Nazira Karodia.

Declarations of Interest and Gift Register
Minute No. 5/21 - Local Growth Deal - Hub to Home Transport Innovation
Centre and Test Track Project: Very Light Rail and Autonomous
Technologies – National Innovation Centre project
(Tom Westley declared his non-pecuniary interest in, as a Governor of
Dudley College, in Minute No. 5/21, and reserved his right to speak and
vote on the matter should he decide to do so.)

Agreed
1) that the LEP Board note declarations of interest; and
2) that there were no declarations of any gifts made exceeding
£50.00.
2/21

Public Minutes of the LEP Board held on 14th December 2021
Agreed that the Board confirm and approve the Minutes of the LEP
Board held on 14th December 2021.

3/21

Confirmation of New Members
• Maxine Espley, Executive Director Accord Group
• Martin Dudley, Managing Director, Thomas Dudley Ltd
Ninder Johal referenced the Government diversity target based on a
gender balance on LEP Boards and queried what was being done in
respect of wider diversity, that is ethnicity, disability etc. Sarah Middleton
confirmed that the mandated diversity target was a gender balance by
April 2032, however, she advised that the Black Country LEP were
committed to reflecting the region’s community and the Board did reflect
the ethnic diversity of the Black Country, in addition to moving towards
the required gender balance.
Agreed that the LEP Board: 1) Note that following formal interview by the Chair and Chief
Executive, that the four Black Country Consortium Ltd Guarantee
Members (the four local authority leaders) had approved the
2
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appointment of the applicants to be Non-Executive Directors of the
Consortium and consequently, LEP Board Members;
2) Note and endorse the appointment of Maxine Espley, Executive
Director, Accord Group, and Martin Dudley, Managing Director,
Thomas Dudley Ltd.; and
3) Note that the recruitment campaign was ongoing and that the
requirement was to achieve a Board that had a 50/50 gender split
by 31st March 2023.
4/21

Annual General Meeting – arrangements – 22nd February 2021
Sarah Middleton advised that following the December Board meeting,
the LEP had sought legal advice on holding a virtual AGM and had been
advised that the provisions of the relevant legislation, Corporate
Insolvency and Governance Act 2020 had been extended through to 31st
March 2021, thus enabling a virtual AGM to be held. She also advised
Members that the format of the AGM would be similar to those in January
2020, albeit held virtually and the public would be allowed to attend and
observe, as well as still submit written questions. In respect of written
questions, the answers to these would be posted on-line.
Agreed that the LEP Board: 1) Note the advice received from Higgs & Sons, in respect to the
provisions of the Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act 2020,
which allowed for AGMs to held virtually, had been extended
through to 31st March 2021, thus enabling a virtual AGM of the
BCC Ltd to be held as advised on 22nd February 2021; and
2) Approve and confirm the arrangements for the AGM to include the
agenda and arrangements for public questions.

5/21

Local Growth Deal - Hub to Home Transport Innovation Centre and
Test Track Project: Very Light Rail and Autonomous Technologies
– National Innovation Centre project
Simon Eastwood reminded Members that, as all Get Building Fund
Projects had been asked to reduce their asks by 15% and the LEP had
committed to fund this shortfall if alternative funding was identified. This
had been done and the LEP Board was being asked to approve
£650,000 for the Very Light Rail National Innovation Centre project.
Councillor Patrick Harley thanked the LEP and local authority officers for
their work in progressing the VLR project. He stated that the project was
3
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progressing well and invited the Board Members to attend for a site visit
to view the progress. The Chair welcomed the invitation.
Agreed that the LEP Board approve the Accountable Body for the
Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed to enter into a Grant
Agreement to the value of £650,000 with Dudley Council to deliver the
Local Growth Deal Fund (LGF) funded elements of the Hub to Home
Transport Innovation Centre and Test Track Project: Very Light Rail and
Autonomous Technologies – National Innovation Centre project with
delivery to commence in the 2020/21 financial year.
(NB - Tom Westley declared his non-pecuniary interest in, as a Governor
of Dudley College, in Minute No. 5/21, and reserved his right to speak
and vote on the matter should he decide to do so.)
6/21

Get Building Fund Programme Approval - Capital and Revenue
Funding
Simon Eastwood advised that the “Back-to-Back” agreement had been
agreed with the West Midlands Combined Authority, which had provided
for a share of revenue and capital contingency funding, which if approved
would provide the Accountable Body to carry out its role for the
programme; Black Country Consortium Ltd management and
administration of the programme; and Walsall Council to cover external
legal and technical fees to support the programme.
Prof Geoff Layer referenced the University of Wolverhampton, National
Building Institute programme, which had received GBF funding and
thanked LEP and local authority officers for their work in expediting the
process.
Councillor Danny Millard asked if the funded projects had commenced
and it was noted that both projects were ongoing.
Agreed that the LEP Board: 1) Approves the Accountable Body (Walsall Council) to use the
revenue funding of £25,000, and capital contingency funding of
£12,625, for:
a) Walsall Council to carry out its role as Accountable Body to
the Getting Building Fund programme;
b) the Black Country Consortium Ltd for the Management and
Administration functions of the Getting Building Fund, and;
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c) Walsall Council to cover the costs of the external legal and
technical fees in support of managing the programme.
2) Approves the reprofile of project funding allocation for 2020/21
and 2021/22 financial years
7/21

Growing Places Fund Wolverhampton Canalside
Simon Eastwood advised that the application had sought a reduction in
contracted outputs as the scope of the project had changed over the
life of the project with other elements going to be delivered.
Agreed that the LEP Board: 1) Approve for Sandwell Council to proceed to amending the Grant
Agreement with Wolverhampton City Council, to deliver the
Growing Places Fund (GPF) funded elements of the
Wolverhampton Canalside project with delivery to conclude in the
2020/21 financial year; and
2) Note that the change request related to the removal of outputs, as
the scope of the original project had changed significantly.

8/21

Land and Property Investment Fund - Programme Change Request
Approval recommendation: LPIF Programme Extension
Simon Eastwood advised that the original LPIF programme had required
the delivery of all outputs by March 2021. However, during the delivery
of the projects supported by the programme there had been a number of
derogations allowing for an extended time to deliver outputs on individual
projects. If the LPIF Programme Extension was approved this would
mean that all supported projects would have until March 2025 in which
to deliver the agreed project outputs.
Agreed that the LEP Board: 1) Approve that the Black Country Land and Property Investment
Fund programme, be reprofiled to allow expenditure and outputs
to be claimed up to March 2025.
2) Approves that programme management costs, within this fund be
reprofiled for an additional year to March 2026, to ensure that the
expenditure and outputs are audited in line with the Black Country
Assurance Framework.
5
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9/21

Land and Property Investment Fund - Sandwell Housing Gap
Funding
Simon Eastwood advised that the request was for a reprofile of the
scheme’s outputs.
Agreed that the LEP Board: 1) Approves the Accountable Body for the Land and Property
Investment Fund (Walsall Council) to proceed to amending the
Grant Agreement with Sandwell Council to deliver the Land and
Property Investment Fund (LPIF) funded elements of the Sandwell
Housing Gap Funding - Phase 1 project with delivery to commence
in the 2020/21 financial year; and
2) Notes that the financial forecast for the grant award has changed,
and differs to what is scheduled in the contract with the
Accountable Body.

10/21

Growth Hub EU Transition Business Readiness Programme
Approval
The meeting was advised that the Black Country Growth Hub had been
allocated an additional £136,000 in order to deliver the EU transition
Business Readiness Programme for local businesses. In order to satisfy
legal requirements, the BC Growth Hub, under the Black Country
Consortium Ltd, was required to enter into a grant agreement with the
Accoutnbale Body.
Agreed that the LEP board confirm approval for the Accountable Body
(Walsall Council) to enter into a Grant Agreement with the Black Country
Consortium Ltd for the additional award of EU Transition Business
Readiness Growth Hub Grant Funding with delivery to commence in the
2020/21 financial year.

11/21

Exclusion of the Press and Public: Agreed that the public and press be excluded from the rest of the
meeting to avoid the possible disclosure of exempt information under
Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972 for the reasons stated
on the agenda.
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Private Policy Session
12/21

Policy Away Day Agenda
Agreed that the LEP move into a private policy session.

13/20

Date of Next meeting
Agreed that the LEP Board note that the next meeting would be held on
22nd February 2021.

(The meeting closed at 3.20pm)
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Board
22nd February 2021
Appointments to Outside Bodies

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To seek LEP Board endorsement of two nominations made to the City of Wolverhampton
College Board of Governors.

2.

Recommendations

2.1. That the LEP Board: 2.2. Confirm and approve the appointments of Lindsey Flynn and Amanda Tomlinson to the City of
Wolverhampton College Board of Governors.

3.

Report Detail

3.1. Members will recall that a request for expressions of interest to join the Governing Body of
the Wolverhampton College.
3.2. At that time Amanda Tomlinson advised of her interest and was put forward. The College
welcomed the nomination of Amanda to the role.
3.3. However, the College were seeking two nominations through the LEP Board membership
and subsequently Lindsey Flynn has agreed to join Amanda on the Board of Governors for
the College.
3.4. The College management team have welcomed both members on to their Board and this
report seeks formal endorsement of both Amanda Tomlinson’s and Lindsey Flynn’s
respective appointment to the City of Wolverhampton College Board of Governors.
3.5. The College have also advised that they would like to hear from individuals interested in
taking on the exciting and challenging role of Governor, advising that the main business of
the Board of Governors is to determine the educational character of the college and ensure
its over-all wellbeing and financial solvency.

3.6. As such the City of Wolverhampton College is keen to hear from local people interested in
becoming a member of its Board of Governors. The role of College Governor is a voluntary
position and involves a commitment of approximately 10 Board meetings a year. Meetings
are held in the evening with occasional daytime attendance at college events.

4.

Financial Implications
There are no financial implications arising from this report.

5.

Legal Implications
There are no legal implications arising from this report.

6.

Risk Management
There are no direct risk implications for the LEP arising from this report.

7.

Equality Implications
None at time of drafting.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Report Author
Hywel Ruddick
Secretariat Support Officer
01384 471142
hywel_ruddick@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

Source Documents:
E-mail correspondence with City of Wolverhampton College.
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Board
22nd February 2021
Policy Update – Away Day and Economic Intelligence Unit

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide the LEP Board with a policy update and specifically updates on the activity being
undertaken through the BC LEPs Away Day and involvement in national and regional activity.

1.2

This update includes: a) LEP Away Day
b) Levelling Up Funds - Letters
Economic Intelligence Unit
c) Economic Dashboard
• ESFA 2019/20 (Final) Apprenticeship Starts

2.

Recommendations

2.1. That the LEP Board: 2.2. Note the Outcomes of the Away Day detailed in Appendix 1 to the report.
2.3. Note the subsequent actions identified through the Employment and Skills Theme Advisory
Board and the Competitiveness Theme Advisory Board.
2.4. Note the contents and response to the Levelling Up Funds letters at 3b.
2.5. Receive and note the updates on the following Economic Intelligence Unit
a) Economic Dashboard
b) ESFA 2019/20 (Final) Apprenticeship Starts

3.

Report Detail
a) LEP Away Day

3.1. The LEP Away Day was held on 18th January 2021 and had good attendance from the public
and private sector Board Members and senior officers from the four Black Country local
authorities.
3.2. Members will recall the Away Day considered the following: •
•
•

The Black Country: the vision, the progress the challenge and opportunities
The Bigger Picture: views from elsewhere
What should we focus on

3.3. The Session was facilitated by Shared Intelligence and the agreed Recovery Prospectus
Commitments, the outcomes are detailed in the Table at Appendix 1.
3.4. These outcomes have been allocated across the three Theme Advisory Boards:Competitiveness; Employment and Skills; Place Making and Land, with the aim that each
Advisory Board will take the proposed actions and outcomes through a more concentrated laser
lense than could be done at LEP report and report back on progress, recommendations to
future LEP Board meetings.

3.5. Employment and Skills (People) Theme Advisory Board met on 2nd February 2021 and
Competitiveness Theme Advisory Board met on 10th February 2021. Place Making and Land
Theme Advisory board will be meeting on 24th February 2021, after this meeting of the LEP
Board.
Employment and Skills (People) Theme Advisory Board
3.6. At the meeting Members gave consideration to the Recovery Prospectus Commitment sought
through the Board in respect of the need to Deliver Skills for Today and the Future.
3.7. The Advisory Board agreed a number of Laser Actions required to deliver Skills for Today and
the Future in the region, detailed below and underpinned by a Skills Delivery Action Plan at
Appendix 2 to the report.

Laser Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Undertake an Away Day Deep Dive Session into the Recovery Prospectus
Commitment to Deliver Skills for today and for the future.
Establish a Black Country Skills Task and Finish Group with a specific remit
around mitigating SME concerns with Apprenticeships and Kickstart
Work with Black Country business representative organisations to develop a
Local Skills Improvement Plan
In readiness for calls to the Shared Prosperity Fund, develop a full business case
for a Black Country wide employment support programme
Black Country CEC to further enhance activity with schools and college’s around
transition, career pathways and online learning
Develop the £10m digital innovation programme to enable both residents and
businesses to benefit from digital opportunities

3.8. The Black Country Skills Task and Finish Group is being established and as well as drawing on
Members from the relevant Theme Advisory Board is seeking a wider membership

Competitiveness Theme Advisory Board
3.9. At the meeting Members gave consideration to the Recovery Prospectus Commitments, to Back
Black Country Business and Nurture Green Growth. Supplementary topics were raised that
could be included in the Back Black Country Business strand: Support Exporting and Business
Friendly.
3.10. The Advisory Board considered the Commitments in the context of the current groupings that
have developed around the competitiveness agenda to include the Theme Advisory Board, the

Business Voice Group, Access to Finance Group and the Growth Hub to ensure that the
Advisory Board would take forward the Recovery Prospectus Commitments with the right
people, so that outcomes that were suitable and advantageous for businesses to implement
were achieved.
3.11. It is envisaged that this review will be report through to the LEP Board in order for Members to
consider the outcomes.
Place Making and Land Theme Advisory Board
3.12. The Advisory Board will meet on 24th February to consider the Recovery Prospectus
Commitment allocated to them - Create vibrant, safe and healthy places.
BC LEP Board
3.13. An overarching Recovery Prospectus Commitment - Mobilising devolution and public service
reform, is for consideration through all the Theme Advisory Boards and the LEP Board.
3.14. This will require work with our public sector partners, primarily the Black Country local
authorities, the wider West Midlands to include the Combined Authority and at the Midlands
Engine level in order to exploit the opportunity for new thinking, learning from the actions
undertaken over the last 10 months in respect of measures and implications for business and
the economy arising from Covid-19.
b) Levelling Up Fund – Letters
Two Letters have been received that provide an update on what funding will come through the
Levelling up Fund.
i)

Department of Transport
Matt Eglinton, Head of Local Roads and Winter Resilience, has written to Local
Authorities in respect of Levelling Up Fund and Existing Local Pinch Point Expressions
of Interest.
He advises that the Levelling Up Fund1 is a new cross-departmental fund, overseen by
HMT, Dft and MHCLG that will invest in a broad range of high value local projects, that
have a visible impact on people and their communities to support economic recovery,
especially within areas facing specific local challenges, and in areas that have received
less Government investment in recent years.
In terms of the DFT he has advised that the fund supersedes existing local growth
funding streams, including the Local Pinch Points Fund (LPPF) Programme. Whilst the
letter seeks the local authority’s views on whether they would like the LPPF
Expression(s) of Interest submitted to the DfT to be considered for funding through the
Levelling Up Fund in 2021/22, it also asks that the local authorities seek the views of
local stakeholders.
The Black Country Transport Director in discussions with the BC LEP secretariat has
welcomed the opportunity to submit the Black Country pipeline as they relate to pinch
point schemes. This work has been coordinated with LAs and TfWM the historical route
for pinch point funding.
The letter is appended to the report at Appendix 3.

ii)

MHCLG to LEP Network
Luke Hall MP, Minister for Regional Growth and Local Government has responded to
the LEP Network’s representations on LEPs having a role in the Levelling Up Fund.
Whilst the letter does not specifically outline a role for LEPs it does recognise the
importance of Local Enterprise Partnerships in supporting the levelling up agenda by
helping to improve understanding about their local economic areas; bringing together
the business sector with the public sector to determine local economic priorities;
undertaking activities to drive economic growth and job creation; and improving
infrastructure and raising workforce skills in the local area.
It also notes the work of LEPs undertaken in response to Covid-19, highlighting the key
role in economic recovery, including through the coordination and delivery of schemes
such as the £900 million Getting Building Fund. Officials continue to work closely with
LEPs on successfully implementing recommendations of the LEP review and lessons
learned from Covid-19.
The letter highlights the Government’s launch of the new Levelling Up Fund worth £4bn
and advises they will publish a prospectus for the fund and launch the first round of
competitions early this year.
In addition, from 2022, the Levelling Up Fund will be complemented by the UK Shared
Prosperity Fund. This fund will help to level up and create opportunity across the UK in
places most in need, such as ex-industrial areas and deprived towns, opening up new
opportunities and spurring regeneration and innovation. As the domestic successor to
EU structural funds, the UKSPF will maximise the benefits of leaving the EU through
quicker delivery of funding, better targeting, better alignment with domestic priorities
and by cutting burdensome EU bureaucracy.
In conclusion he notes that LEP Network representatives will be meeting the Secretary
of State for BEIS, where representations will continue to be made for the LEP to have
a role in the dissemination of these new funds, highlighting the achievements made by
LEPs over the life time of the Local Growth Fund and, recently, the successful
coordination and delivery of the Get Building Fund.
An announcement on the Prospectus is anticipated on the 22nd February and, if received
in time, a verbal update will be provided at the meeting. Both the Levelling Up Fund and
the UKSPF will be critical funds as the Board will be aware that the BC received an
allocation of £177M of EU including an allocation of European Social Fund in support
of revenue based activities of £80M.
The letter is appended to the report at Appendix 4.

c) Economic Intelligence Unit
3.15. The Economic Dashboard attached for Members information and monitoring. Professor Delma
Dwight will take Members through these statistics. (Appendix 5)
3.16. The ESFA 2019/20 (Final) Apprenticeship Starts provides data that will be considered by the
Employment and Skills Task and Finish group. Professor Delma Dwight will take Members
through these statistics. (App. 6)

4.

Financial Implications
There are no financial implications arising from this report.

5.

Legal Implications
There are no legal implications arising from this report.

6.

Risk Management
There are no direct risk implications for the LEP arising from this report.

7.

Equality Implications
None at time of drafting.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Report Author
Hywel Ruddick
Secretariat Support Officer
01384 471142
hywel_ruddick@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

Source Documents:
EIU
Economic Dashboard
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Recovery
Prospectus
Commitment

Back Black
Country Business

Ambition (following
LEP Board discussion)

The Challenge

Opportunity

Supporting businesses
that are most affected
businesses through
lockdown and opening
up.

Businesses in the retail,
hospitality, entertainment and
visitor economy sector are
particularly badly affected.
Impact most severe in more
deprived areas. Care sector
struggling with significant
vacancies.
Ensure that Black Country
businesses are best placed to
contribute to and benefit from
economic recovery.

Potential for growth in
the visitor economy.
Opportunity of
Commonwealth games.
Potential contribution of
social enterprise.
Opportunities in the care
sector.
Build on the Productivity
Factory concept.
The opportunity to Build
Back Green.

Nurture Green
Growth
Promoting and
supporting innovation.

Deliver Skills for
Today and the
Future

Address the low skills
challenge

The significant proportion of
the population with low or no
skills are disproportionately
affected by Covid-19 and
lockdown. More people are
out of work. This is an
intractable challenge.

The opportunity to
create a coalition for
action. A good track
record in relation to e.g.
the Skills Factory.
Vacancies in the care
sector.

Create vibrant,
safe and healthy
places.

Enable the creation of
liveable places.

The lockdown has accelerated
and increased the pressures
facing city and town centres.
Need to re-think transport
investment priorities,

Build on the success of
Black Country Garden
City principles. Changing
work and sopping
patterns benefiting local

Contribution of activity
at a Black Country
level
Understanding the
circumstances and
needs of Black Country
Businesses.
Mobilising and
targeting business
support with the Black
Country.
Influencing other
providers and funders
including the WMCA
LEP Role: convenor and
influencer
Convening and
mobilising activity by all
key players (education
and training providers,
employers, councils,
social enterprise).
Influencing government
and the CA.

Action/next steps

Actions to be
agreed by Business
Competitiveness
and Enterprise
Advisory Group

Actions to be
agreed by the
Employment and
Skills Advisory
Group. (NB Involve
Geoff Layer, Jat
Sharma, Lindsey
Flynn, Simon
Neilson, Maxine
LEP Role: convenor and Espley).
influencer
Enable a strategic
Actions to be
approach across the
agreed by the Place
Black Country.
Advisory Group.
Influence the CA and
(NB Involve Chris
Homes England.
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Mobilising
devolution and
public service
reform

Secure close working
between the LEP,
Councils (including
public health) and the
NHS and care sector

Continued uncertainty about
the future development of
Covid-19 and lockdown
measures and the implications
for business and the economy.

centres. Success of
councils in Towns Fund
and Future High Streets.
The potential
contribution of social
enterprise.
Exploit the opportunity
for new thinking and
learning from action
over the last 10 months.

LEP Role: investor,
convenor and
influencer

Handy, Kevin Davis,
Stuart Everton)

NB: two other topics were raised that could be included in the Back Black Country Business strand: Support Exporting and Business Friendly

Laser Actions for Black Country Delivery Plan
Laser Actions
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a Black Country Skills Task and Finish Group with a specific remit around mitigating SME concerns with apprenticeships and Kickstart
Work with Black Country business representative organisations to develop a Local Skills Improvement Plan
In readiness for calls to the Shared Prosperity Fund, develop a full business case for a Black Country wide employment support programme
Black Country CEC to further enhance activity with schools and college’s around transition, career pathways and online learning
Develop the £10m digital innovation programme to enable both residents and businesses to benefit from digital opportunities

Skills Delivery Action Plan
Target Group
Measures to support
Skills for Jobs White
Paper

Rationale

The intention of the Skills for Jobs White
Paper is to strengthen employer
engagement and ensure that any jobs
created are accessible to local people via a
joined-up skills system with employers at
the centre.

Potential Actions

Lead Partner(s)

•

Work with key stakeholders and partners to
develop a Local Skills Improvement Plan

All partners/stakeholders

•

Support work readiness, lifelong learning and
upskilling relative to the needs and opportunities of
local businesses including expanding employer-led
learning

Businesses, Serco and
learning providers

Black Country Chamber
•

Establish business-led networks of SMEs, skills
providers and key stakeholders
1

Target measures to
improve access to
apprenticeships

Businesses continue to report that the
current apprenticeship system remains not
fit for purpose with a lack of clarity around
how the apprenticeship levy can be utilised
to support SME’s. These issues are
identified as a significant barrier to
attracting more apprentices.

Education Leavers

Young People in the
Jobs Market

•

Local businesses representative organisations and
WMCA to explore how the levy/any potential
underspend can be used to support SME’s

Business-led networks
and WMCA

•

Explore any additional flexibility in the levy around
funding pre-apprenticeship and traineeship activity

WMCA

•

Promote Apprenticeships to:
- SMEs with support to take on apprentices
- Learners with advice on career pathways
- Institutions to expand the range and align their
offer with employer and strategic needs

All partners/stakeholders

The Black Country has had significant
recent success in reducing the number of
young people not in education,
employment or training. It is important that
this isn’t lost due to the pandemic by
ensuring a generation of school/college
leavers have pathways in place.

•

Potential for enhanced advice and guidance offer
via the Skills Hub/CEC and Jobs Live Channel

•

Use of pre-apprenticeship approach to take some of Black Country LEP and
CEC
the pressure off employers. This could also be
coupled with additional flexibility around AEB

Young people are more likely to be working
in jobs affected by the pandemic. They also
have fewer resources or experiences to call
upon to reengage in the labour market.
Soundings from business also suggest
issues remain with Kickstart processes
potentially hindering SME’s from
identifying vacancies

•

Work with businesses to identify any issues with the Black country Growth
Hub and DWP
Kickstart process

•

Develop a renewed programme of traineeship and
pre apprenticeships activity

Black Country CEC

Black Country Growth
Hub/DWP and LA’s

2

Lower Skilled Adults
Those made
Unemployed
Since March /
Furloughed but at Risk

Support for the
Unemployed

Improving access to
digital skills training

There is likely to be increased issues around •
employability skills and a mismatch
between the skills requirements of key
sectors and the supply of skills within the
•
local labour market. Labour market
constraints are a tangible challenge for
local businesses meaning firms are forgoing
opportunities to deliver better and more
•
efficient services.

The rise in job losses and those claiming
benefits points to the need for investment
in lifelong learning, better skills
development and utilisation; effective local
partnerships between businesses and skills
providers; reducing skills mismatches and
helping people take greater responsibility
for their own learning and development.

Local Black Country residents are trailing in
terms of basic digital skills competency.
Digital skills are regularly identified as a
core employee attribute. A lack of digital
capability poses a significant threat to
social inclusion and the ability for people to

•

Identify support around rapid
retraining/redeployment approaches

Black Country LEP, LA’s,
DWP and Serco

Undertake collaborative fore-sighting research to
better identify the future skills requirements in key
sectors driven by digital technology and innovation

Black Country Consortium

Resources for adult training are limited overall.
Explore potential flexibilities in respect of digital
literacy to those leaving employment

Serco and WMCA

Seek funding for a Black Country wide employment
support programme, building on the success of
Wolves@Work (possible source Shared Prosperity
Fund)

Black Country LEP and
LA’s

Black Country LEP
•

Establish a 3 LEP approach to employment support
via a Skills Hub model encompassing
apprenticeships and training provision linked to
local employer demand

Serco and learning
providers

•

Bolster functional and employability skills provision

•

Maximise the potential of the £10m digital
innovation programme, focusing on: retraining
existing employees and realigning skills and training
provision to the needs of digitised employers

All partners/stakeholders

•

Work with schools and colleges to ensure they have
established online learning provision and explore

Black Country college’s
and CEC
3

improve their quality of life and
employment prospects.

Measures to prevent
a generation of
school/college
leavers becoming
NEET

The Black Country economy has a strong
track-record of generating employment
opportunities, but needs to secure more
residents with higher-level skills to match
national levels and compete. Key partners
and stakeholders need to continue to
inspire young people and identify suitable
pathways.

future expansion of learning for more flexible
learning with greater reach
•

Increase activity around NEET avoidance by
promoting career pathways and transition activity further integrating with Black Country colleges

Black Country college’s,
CEC, LA’s and NCS

•

Investigate innovative approaches e.g., the
possibility of having teachers work inside business

Businesses and CEC

•

Strengthen Careers Promotion to address skill
shortages in priority sectors

Black Country CEC
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Matt Eglinton
Head of Local Roads and Winter Resilience
Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London
SW1P 4DR

To Local Authorities who have submitted
Local Pinch Point Fund Expressions of Interest (EoIs)

Tel: 0300 330 3000
Web site: www.gov.uk/dft

11 February 2021
Dear Local Authority colleagues,
Levelling Up Fund and Existing Local Pinch Point Expressions of Interest
As I am sure you will have heard at the 2020 Spending Review, the Levelling Up Fund 1 is
a new cross-departmental fund that will invest in a broad range of high value local projects,
that have a visible impact on people and their communities to support economic recovery.
With joint oversight from HMT, DfT, and MHCLG, the Fund will be prioritising bids to drive
growth and regeneration around the country, especially within areas facing specific local
challenges, and in areas that have received less Government investment in recent years.
The Government will be publishing a prospectus for the fund shortly, and will launch the
first round of competitions in the first quarter of this year. It will be important to ensure bids
reflect genuine local priorities; the prospectus will set out how local stakeholders should
work together to develop high-value proposals for funding local priorities, including
clarifying your local MP engagement within the bidding process.
It is important to note that this fund supersedes existing local growth funding streams,
including the Local Pinch Points Fund (LPPF) Programme. This letter seeks your local
authority’s views on whether you would like the LPPF Expression(s) of Interest submitted
to the DfT to be considered for funding through the Levelling Up Fund in 2021/22.
It is asked that you seek views of local stakeholders, including local MPs, on the
prioritisation of pinch point EoIs for the Levelling Up Fund, and include their views in your
response. Prioritisation of pinch points EoI bids will be considered in future allocations of
the fund.
Please confirm whether you would like to include your EoIs for consideration in the
Levelling Up Fund by 22 February 2021, replying to LT.Plans@dft.gov.uk. We look
forward to your further engagement following the release of the prospectus.
Yours faithfully,
Matt Eglinton
Head of Local Roads and Winter Resilience

1

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/10-billion-package-to-build-more-homes-and-level-up-communities

Luke Hall MP
Minister for Regional Growth and Local
Government

Mark Bretton
LEP Network
Oakley House
3 Saxon Way West
Corby
Northamptonshire
NN18 9EZ

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government
Fry Building
2 Marsham Street
London
SW1P 4DF
Tel: 0303 444 3440
Email: luke.hall@communities.gov.uk
www.gov.uk/mhclg
Our Ref:10238734

15 February 2021
Dear Mark,
Thank you for your letter dated 18 December, to Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP and Rt Hon Alok
Sharma MP regarding the great work LEPs have done to support recovery and levelling up. I
appreciate how important this matter is and I appreciate you contacting the Government with
your concerns. I have been asked to reply by the Secretary of State as this matter falls within
my Ministerial responsibilities.
Government recognises the importance of Local Enterprise Partnerships in supporting the
levelling up agenda by helping to improve understanding about their local economic areas;
bringing together the business sector with the public sector to determine local economic
priorities; undertaking activities to drive economic growth and job creation; and improving
infrastructure and raising workforce skills in the local area.
During Covid-19, Local Enterprise Partnerships are playing a key role in economic recovery,
including through their role in coordination and delivery of schemes such as the £900 million
Getting Building Fund. Officials continue to work closely with LEPs on successfully
implementing recommendations of the LEP review and lessons learned from Covid-19.
As your letter highlights, the Government is also launching a new Levelling Up Fund worth
£4bn. This will invest in local infrastructure that has a visible impact on people and their
communities and will support economic recovery. This new cross-departmental Fund will
invest in a broad range of high value local projects, including bypasses and other local road
schemes, bus lanes, rail station upgrades, regenerating eyesores, upgrading town centres
and community infrastructure, and local arts and culture. We will publish a prospectus for the
fund and launch the first round of competitions early this year.
From 2022, this will be complemented by the UK Shared Prosperity Fund. This will help to
level up and create opportunity across the UK in places most in need, such as ex-industrial
areas and deprived towns, opening up new opportunities and spurring regeneration and
innovation. As the domestic successor to EU structural funds, the UKSPF will maximise
the benefits of leaving the EU through quicker delivery of funding, better targeting, better
alignment with domestic priorities and by cutting burdensome EU bureaucracy.
I understand you will be meeting the Secretary of State for BEIS, and I trust this will be an
opportunity to discuss these issues in greater depth. I would like to reiterate the
Government’s commitment to the devolution agenda and I look forward to hearing the
outcome of this meeting.

TEMPLATE FRAMEWORK – NOT TO BE USED FOR SUBMISSION
OF DRAFT ANSWERS
Once again, I appreciate how important this matter is and I am grateful to you for contacting
the Government with your concerns.

LUKE HALL MP
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England and Wales:
40.1%

Monthly analysis shows there has been an
increase in the proportion of COVID-19
deaths since October 2020 and reached
40.6% in January 2021– exceeding
proportions seen in April.
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BCLEP – Highest LEP
UK: 7.1%
Tees Valley: 10.0% (2nd)
Oxfordshire: 3.7%
(38th)
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There were 13,600 youth claimants in the
BCLEP area in December 2020, a decrease
of 35 from November 2020. Compared to
March 2020 the BCLEP area have 5,850
more youth claimants.
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There were 65,385 claimants in the BCLEP
area in December 2020, a decrease of 135
from November 2020. Compared to March
2020 the BCLEP area have 27,110 more
claimants.
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The headline NatWest West Midlands
Business Activity Index – seasonally
adjusted index, measures the month-onmonth change in the combined output of
the region’s manufacturing and service
sectors – posted 41.5 in January.
Companies in the West Midlands reported
the fall in activity was from COVID-19
restrictions and business closures that
hindered output.

100
80
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WM:
Highest Region
Yorkshire & The
Humber 79.9 (1st)
Northern Ireland: 50.4
(12th)
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Close to 68% of survey participants foresee
output growth in the year ahead,
compared with 13% that expect a
reduction. The level of positive sentiment
is at the highest in four years. The Future
Activity Index registered at 77.5 in January
with optimism stemming from the COVID19 vaccine programme and the prediction
of reductions in infections.

Jan-21

indicators that are in hatched marked boxes represent regional level analysis.
Sources: ONS, Number of provisional; weekly deaths involving coronavirus, February 2021, Department for Work and Pensions, Claimant count, January 2021, IHS Market/NatWest, PMI Survey, February 2021, EMSI, February 2021, HMRC: Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme Statistics, January 2021, ONS,
GDP UK regions and Countries, February 2021, HM Revenue & Customs, UK Regional Trade in Goods Statistics, December 2020,
3 The green shading illustrates indicators which have moved in a positive direction compared to the UK or England average. The red shading indicates the reverse and orange indicates a change in the right direction but less than the UK or national average.
4 The peer group selected varies by indicator – regional is based on all the regions in the UK – showing a range from highest to lowest to understand how where the West Midland compares and where available the BCLEP has been used and compared to 37 other LEPs.
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BCLEP: 20th LEP
London: 2,553 (1st)
Cumbria LEP: 96 (38th)

The latest data shows that apprenticeship
vacancies was just over 360 in January
2021. This has decreased by 18 from
December 2020, but an increase of 10 from
January 2020.

BCLEP: 30th LEP
London: 506,931 (1st)
Cumbria LEP: 10,919
(38th)

The latest data shows that the number of
unique jobs postings was just over 23,300
in January 2021. This has decreased by 943
from the previous month. Although when
compared to January 2020 there were
1,851 more job postings.
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177,500 employments in the BCLEP area
have been furloughed at some point.
Provisional figures show that there were
60,700 workers furloughed as of 31st
December 2020.
On the 31st December the BCLEP had a
take-up rate of 11.8%, for England it was
12.2%.
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shows for the West Midlands region there
was negative GDP growth of 4.7% in Q1
2020, this was followed by 21.0% negative
growth in Q2 2020. The UK recorded
negative growth of 2.8% in Q1 2020
followed by negative growth of 18.8% in
Q2 2020.
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West Midlands regional exports fell by
nearly £6.5bn (-20.3%) since the year
ending Q3 2019 to £25.5bn in the year
ending Q3 2020 - the UK decreased by
13.8%. The West Midlands regional
imports decreased by £8.1bn to £29.6bn leading to a trade deficit of £4.1bn
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Black Country LEP
ESFA 2019/20 (Final) Apprenticeship Starts
Apprenticeship starts is a count of apprenticeship programmes that begin in an academic year.
This analysis covers the full 2019/20 academic year.
Please note: This data covers the period affected by COVID-19 and the nationwide lockdown (i.e.
from March 2020 onwards), which will have impacted on apprenticeship and traineeship learning
and also provider reporting behaviour via the Individualised Learner Record. Therefore, extra care
should be taken in comparing and interpreting data presented in this release.

Summary:
• In 2019/20 the number of apprenticeship starts decreased by 20.8% compared to 18.0%
nationally.
• This was mirrored in each of the four local authority areas.
• Apprenticeships at Intermediate and Advanced Level decreased by 34.3% and 22.4% respectively
while Higher apprenticeships increased by 13.4%.
• Arts, Media and Publishing, Education and Training and Construction, Planning and the Built
Environment all recorded an increase in the number of apprenticeship starts.
• The proportion of Under 19 apprenticeships has decreased by almost 10 percentage points since
2017/18.
• The number of achievements fell by 20.3%.

2019/20 Black Country Apprenticeship Starts
• There were 8,160 apprenticeship starts in 2019/20 across the Black Country LEP area, 2,140
fewer than in 2018/19.
• This equates to a decrease of 20.8%. This fall in starts is similar to the one recorded at the
national level, where the number of people participating in an apprenticeship in England,
decreased by 18.0% from 393,400 to 322,500.
• Within the Black Country, starts within Dudley fell the least at 14.8%, notably below the national
average. However, starts in Wolverhampton dropped by over a quarter (-25.5%), Sandwell by
23.3% and Walsall by 20.8%.

Area
England
Black Country
Dudley
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton

2017/18, Final

2018/19, Final

2019/20, Final

375,800
9,410

393,400
10,300

322,500
8,160

% Change
18/19 to 19/20
-18.0%
-20.8%

2,710
2,570
2,100
2,030

2,910
2,880
2,310
2,200

2,480
2,210
1,830
1,640

-14.8%
-23.3%
-20.8%
-25.5%
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Black Country Apprenticeship Starts
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Apprenticeship Starts by Level
Final 2019/20 figures show:
• Higher apprenticeship (level 4+) starts reached their highest volume, increasing by 13.4% to
2,030. Higher apprenticeships now represent almost a quarter of all starts (24.9%).
• Conversely, both Intermediate apprenticeships and Advanced apprenticeships fell by over a third
(34.3%) and 22.4% respectively, mirroring national trends.
2017/18,
Final

2018/19,
Final

2019/20,
Final

% Change
18/19 to 19/20

Black Country

9,420

10,300

8,160

-20.8%

Intermediate Apprenticeship
Advanced Apprenticeship
Higher Apprenticeship

4,390
3,970
1,070

4,000
4,510
1,790

2,630
3,500
2,030

-34.3%
-22.4%
+13.4%

Level

Starts by Level
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2017/18
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Advanced Apprenticeship

2019/20
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Sector Subject Areas
• Business, Administration and Law-related subjects continue to be the single most popular sector
subject area, accounting for 31.7% of starts (2,590). This, and the next three most popular sector
subjects:
- Health, Public Services and Care;
- Engineering and Manufacturing Technologies; and,
- Retail and Commercial Enterprise
Account for 84.9% of starts (6,930) in 2019/20.
• The share of these subjects has declined from 87.4% in 2018/19, mainly due to the impact of the
pandemic. Retail and commercial enterprise for example decreased from 1,110 starts in 2018/19
to 780 starts in 2019/20.
• Despite the pandemic, Arts, Media and Publishing (50.0%), Education and Training (26.3%) and
Construction, Planning and the Built Environment (9.3%) all recorded an increase in
apprenticeships starts.
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Sector Subject Area

2017/18,
Final

2018/19,
Final

2019/20,
Final

Black Country
Agriculture, Horticulture and Animal Care
Arts, Media and Publishing
Business, Administration and Law
Construction, Planning and the Built Environment
Education and Training
Engineering and Manufacturing Technologies
Health, Public Services and Care
Information and Communication Technology
Leisure, Travel and Tourism
Retail and Commercial Enterprise
Science and Mathematics

9,420
50
20
3,080
610
150
1,690
2,080
390
190
1,160
0

10,300
100
20
3,560
430
190
1,610
2,730
390
150
1,110
0

8,160
80
30
2,590
470
240
1,350
2,210
300
100
780
0

% Change
18/19 to
19/20
-20.8%
-20.0%
50.0%
-27.2%
9.3%
26.3%
-16.1%
-19.0%
-23.1%
-33.3%
-29.7%
n/a

Sector Subject Area (Tier 1)
Agriculture, Horticulture and Animal Care
Arts, Media and Publishing
Business, Administration and Law
Construction, Planning and the Built Environment
Education and Training
Engineering and Manufacturing Technologies
Health, Public Services and Care
Information and Communication Technology
Leisure, Travel and Tourism
Retail and Commercial Enterprise
Science and Mathematics
0

500
2017/18

1,000
2018/19

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

2019/20

Characteristics*
Out of the 8,160 apprenticeship starts reported in 2019/20:
• Females account for 51.4% (4,190 starts), above the national average of 48.8%.
• Apprentices aged under 19 account for 22.2% (1,810) in the Black Country, below the national
average of 23.6%. This percentage share has decreased in each of the last three years – almost 10
percentage points since 2017/18.
• 19 to 24-year-olds account for 30.0% (2,450), slightly above the national average of 29.5%;
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4,000

• Apprentices aged 25 and over account for 47.9% (3,910) above the national average of 46.8%.
The percentage share of apprentices aged 25+ has increased by 8.5 percentage points since
2017/18.
• Black, Asian, and other ethnic minorities (BAME) represent 23.9% (1,950) of all starts, significantly
above the national average of 13.3%.
• The proportion of BAME apprentices in the Black Country has increased by 4.7 percentage points
since 2017/18.
Gender:

Black Country Starts by Gender

48.6%
51.4%

Female

Area
Black Country
Female
Male
Dudley
Female
Male
Sandwell
Female
Male
Walsall
Female
Male
Wolverhampton
Female
Male

Male

2017/18,
Final

2018/19,
Final

2019/20,
Final

9,420
4,540
4,870

10,300
5,380
4,920

8,160
4,190
3,970

% Change
18/19 to
19/20
-20.8%
-22.1%
-19.3%

1,280
1,430

1,510
1,400

1,260
1,220

-16.6%
-12.9%

1,240
1,330

1,500
1,370

1,110
1,100

-26.0%
-19.7%

1,010
1,090

1,230
1,090

960
860

-22.0%
-21.1%

1,010
1,020

1,140
1,060

860
790

-24.6%
-25.5%
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Age:

Black Country Starts by Age
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0
Under 16

16-18

2017/18

Area
Black Country
Under 16
16-18
19-24
25+
Dudley
Under 16
16-18
19-24
25+
Sandwell
Under 16
16-18
19-24
25+
Walsall
Under 16
16-18
19-24
25+
Wolverhampton
Under 16
16-18
19-24
25+

19-24

2018/19

25+

2019/20

% Change
18/19 to
19/20
-20.8%

2017/18,
Final

2018/19,
Final

2019/20,
Final

9,420
0
3,000
2,710
3,710

10,300
0
2,590
2,860
4,860

8,160
0
1,810
2,450
3,910

0
940
790
990

0
790
820
1,300

0
560
790
1,140

-29.1%
-3.7%
-12.3%

0
760
760
1,050

0
640
830
1,410

0
490
650
1,070

-23.4%
-21.7%
-24.1%

0
680
630
790

0
640
640
1,030

0
420
550
850

-34.4%
-14.1%
-17.5%

0
620
530
880

0
520
570
1,120

0
340
460
850

-34.6%
-19.3%
-24.1%

-30.1%
-14.3%
-19.5%
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Ethnicity:

Black Country Starts by Ethncity Group
Asian/ Asian British
11.3%

5.5%

Black/African/Caribbean/Bla
ck British

4.7%
1.7%
0.7%

Mixed/ Multiple Ethnic
Group
Not App/Known

Other Ethnic Group

76.5%

White

Area
Black Country
Asian/ Asian British
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British
Mixed/ Multiple Ethnic Group
Not App/Known
Other Ethnic Group
White
Dudley
Asian/ Asian British
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British
Mixed/ Multiple Ethnic Group
Not App/Known
Other Ethnic Group
White
Sandwell
Asian/ Asian British
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British
Mixed/ Multiple Ethnic Group
Not App/Known
Other Ethnic Group
White
Walsall
Asian/ Asian British
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British
Mixed/ Multiple Ethnic Group
Not App/Known
Other Ethnic Group

2017/18, Final

2018/19,
Final

2019/20, Final

9,420
850
430
360
100
70
7,620

10,300
1,120
560
470
180
70
7,900

8,160
920
450
380
140
60
6,240

% Change
18/19 to
19/20
-20.8%
-17.9%
-19.6%
-19.1%
-22.2%
-14.3%
-21.0%

100
50
60
40
20
2,460

130
70
100
50
20
2,540

100
60
80
40
10
2,200

-23.1%
-14.3%
-20.0%
-20.0%
-50.0%
-13.4%

320
160
130
30
30
1,900

430
220
170
60
30
1,970

340
170
130
50
20
1,510

-20.9%
-22.7%
-23.5%
-16.7%
-33.3%
-23.4%

210
60
60
20
10

260
80
70
40
10

210
80
70
20
10

-19.2%
0.0%
0.0%
-50.0%
0.0%
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Area
White
Wolverhampton
Asian/ Asian British
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British
Mixed/ Multiple Ethnic Group
Not App/Known
Other Ethnic Group
White

2017/18, Final

2018/19,
Final

2019/20, Final

1,740

1,840

1,430

% Change
18/19 to
19/20
-22.3%

220
160
110
10
10
1,520

300
190
130
30
10
1,550

270
140
100
30
20
1,100

-10.0%
-26.3%
-23.1%
0.0%
100.0%
-29.0%

*Please note that all totals in the characteristics section may not add up due to rounding of rounding

BAME Starts by Ward
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BAME as a Proportion of all Starts by Ward
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Apprenticeship Achievements
Please note: Comparison of achievements for 2019/20 with 2018/19 and with 2020/21 should be
treated with caution because the disruption to exams and assessments and breaks in learning will
have led to less achievements in 2019/20 than would normally have been expected to
achieve. Likewise, the 2020/21 year will have more achievements than would have otherwise been
the case, given delays in training or passing assessments.

Out of 3,820 apprenticeship achievements:
• Intermediate (Level 2) and advanced (Level 3) apprenticeships together make up 89.5% of all
achievements (46.9% Intermediate and 42.7% Advanced – 3,420 achievements in total).
• Business, admin and law related subjects continue to be most popular accounting for a third
(33.5%) of all achievements (1,280).
• Science, technology, engineering and manufacturing (STEM) subjects represent 22.3% (850)
down from 1,100 in 2018/19.
• Overall, the number of achievements fell by 20.3% between 2018/19 and 2019/20
• Higher apprenticeship achievements held up fairly well falling just 4.7% compared to 21.2% for
Intermediate apprenticeships and – 22.4% for Advanced apprenticeships.

Achievements by Level
5,000
4,500
4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

4,340

2,850
2,270 2,100

630

2017/18
Intermediate Apprenticeship

1,790 1,630
420

400

2018/19

2019/20

Advanced Apprenticeship

Higher Apprenticeship

• In absolute numbers, the most achievements were recorded in both Dudley and Sandwell
(1,080); whilst the number of achievements decreased least in Wolverhampton (-13.8%).
Area
Black Country
Dudley
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton

2017/18,
Final
7,820
2,090
2,310
1,790
1,630

2018/19,
Final
4,790
1,450
1,340
1,060
940

2019/20,
Final
3,820
1,080
1,080
850
810

% Change
18/19 to 19/20
-20.3%
-25.5%
-19.4%
-19.8%
-13.8%

Note: The Apprenticeship achievement measure is additionally reliant on the persons continued
employment and, in some sectors, there is higher churn so caution should be used interpreting simple
averages because changes in provision mix across sectors will lead to change in overall averages.
Source: Gov.uk Department of Education Apprenticeships and Traineeships Data
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/fe-data-library-apprenticeships
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Agenda Item 6

Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Board
22nd February 2020

Local Industrial Strategy Update: Sector Action Plans
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To update the Board of progress within Local Industrial Strategy implementation, particularly
within ongoing sector action plans led by the LEP in partnership with industry.

1.2

To demonstrate the Black Country LEP’s approach to integrating COVID-19 and EU Exit
challenges into the action plans.

1.3

To inform the group of ongoing activity to integrate the sector action plans within wider
regional policy and strategy mechanisms, supporting our positioning ahead of future funding
calls through central government.

2.

Recommendations
That the Board: -

2.1. Note the progress in advancing the Local Industrial Strategy sector action plans and their
integration within regional policy mechanisms.
2.2. Note the status of Black Country-led sector plans and comment on the outlined priorities
where appropriate and possible.

3.

Report Detail
Background

3.1. As part of the implementation of the West Midlands Local Industrial Strategy, Black Country
LEP continues to lead on a number of sector action plans while contributing to all others
(led by the other two WMCA area LEPs). A cross-LEP sectors group, attended by Black
Country Consortium representatives, meets fortnightly to ensure progress on the sector
plans and their continuing influence.
3.2. The Black Country is leading on 5 sector plans: aerospace, construction, health and care,
metals and materials, and rail. All the sector plans have been reviewed and updated to
reflect the challenges of Covid-19 and, on an evolving basis, the impact of EU exit (see
agenda item 9b). As part of the sector group, the Black Country is also contributing to all
other LIS sector plans, and we are utilising this insight to reflect Black Country-level sector
strategies (as reported at the June 2020 Competitiveness Board).
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3.3. While all plans are at slightly different stages, the majority are now published online and are
in the process of being reported on through the WMCA’s Strategic Economic Development
(SED) Board.
3.4. The objective of the SED Board exposure is to raise awareness of each sector and their
specific priorities for successful recovery. Building on actions that are already being
implemented via the LIS sector plans (e.g., peer-to-peer networks, Productivity Factory
business case), feeding into the SED Board also positions each sector and the region well
for future funding streams from central government. These will include the UK Shared
Prosperity Fund and the Levelling Up fund, though there remains uncertainty about that
these will look like.
3.5. Through the sector plans, each sector has a number of asks and priorities – informed and
agreed by industry. By doing this, the region and its sectors are ready with potential
programmes when funding opportunities arise. Within this, we are ensuring an alignment
with emerging government priorities, particularly regarding levelling-up, green growth and
digitisation.

Progress Update on Black Country-Led Sector Plans
3.6. Aerospace: Black Country Consortium (BCC) has worked closely with Dr Andrew Mair, the
CEO of Midlands Aerospace Alliance (MAA) on the aerospace sector plan. Andrew reported
to the SED Board in December 2020, providing a background of West Midlands aerospace
before providing a progress update on the action plan and a call to action for the sector:
1) Do everything we can to encourage a return to flying
2) Preserve and grow the skills and capabilities of our supply chain companies
3) A cashflow support fund for manufacturing SMEs with finance repayable
based on business performance.
Working with BCC and Mayor Andy Street, a letter containing these asks was sent from the
MAA/Andy Street to the then BEIS secretary Alok Sharma. The new BEIS secretary Kwasi
Kwarteng has since replied to the letter.
3.7. Rail: BCC has worked closely with Rachel Eade on the rail sector plan, utilising Rachel’s
industry network to secure wider buy-in and setting of priorities. In January 2021, Rachel
reported the findings of the evolving sector plan to the SED Board. This focused on the
unique opportunity to drive recovery through rail given its nationalised nature of operation
and the existing collaborative industry/public sector relationships in the sector locally. It also
highlighted the importance of the sector capitalisng on the opportunities of decarbonisation
and digitisation. A three-point call to action was suggested for the immediate future:
1) COVID-19 Recovery: Do everything we can to encourage a return to rail
travel when safe to do so.
2) Exerting our Influence: Enhance the competitiveness and opportunities
of West Midlands rail companies.
3) Sector Plan Governance: Be ready for Industrial Strategy refresh and
future funding streams.
3.8. Metals & Materials: The UK Metals Council (UKMC) has been our key industry partner for
the metals and materials sector plan. This plan is proposed to be reported to the March
SED Board by UKMC. Between now and then, BCC is reaching out again to other sector
groups to ensure as wide as possible sector buy-in for priorities and asks. Tangible activities
have already emerged from the work on this sector, such as the metals peer-to-peer
network and the development of a business case for the Productivity Factory proposal.
3.9. Construction: The construction sector plan has been provisionally earmarked for the May
SED Board. BCC is re-engaging with industry building on the extensive sector engagement
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that has occurred thus far. Conversations between BCC and Sat Nijjer, a new member of
the SED Board and CEO of Fortel Construction (Black Country-based), have taken place in
order to consolidate the sector offer and priorities.
3.10. Health & Care Sector: This is the only Black Country-led plan which has not been
published, though much work has been undertaken on this sector through a previous Task
& Finish Group which reported to the Black Country Employment & Skills Board. BCC will
build on this and identify relevant industry personnel to further take this forward, including
at a SED Board later this year. BCC are considering overlaps with the GBSLEP-led Life
Sciences action plan and have also met with Maxine Espley given her experience in this
sector.
3.11. BCC continues to work with industry partners, the WMCA and other LEPs in order to
advance these sector plans and ensure the right support can be provided to reduce
business challenges.

4.

Financial Implications

4.1. There are no financial implications within this report.

5.

Legal Implications

5.1. There are no legal implications within this report.

6.

Risk Management

6.1. No risks have been identified.

7.

Equality Implications

7.1

There are no equality implications within this report

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Charlie Hopkirk
Senior Business Researcher, Black Country Consortium
charlie_hopkirk@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
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Source Documents:
SED Board Slides:
•
•

Aerospace (Andrew Mair, MAA) – December 2020
Rail (Rachel Eade, University of Birmingham / Rail Alliance) – January 2021

Black Country-led WMCA LIS Sector Action Plans (Online link only):
•
•
•
•

Metals and Materials:
https://www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/upload/files/WMCA%20Metals%20Material
s%20Action%20Plan%20Draft%20November%20PDF.pdf
Construction:
https://www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/upload/files/WMCA%20Construction%20A
ction%20Plan%20Draft%20November%20PDF.pdf
Aerospace:
https://www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/upload/files/WMCA%20Aerospace%20Acti
on%20Plan%20Draft%20November%20PDF.pdf
Rail:
https://www.blackcountrylep.co.uk/upload/files/WMCA%20Rail%20Action%20
Plan%20Draft%20November%20PDF.pdf
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Agenda Item 7

Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Board
22nd February 2020

Intelligence Update: Brexit and Covid Risk Analysis
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To update the Board of work ongoing across the region to identify EU Exit related challenges
across sectors, now that a trade deal has been reached.

1.2

To update the Board of work ongoing across the region to identify Covid related challenges
across sectors.

1.3

To provide a summary of key risks provided by the new EU rules and continued lockdown
restrictions, and highlight sectors most exposed to impacts.

2.

Recommendations
That the Board: -

2.1. Note the intelligence provided on changes to UK-EU trade and regulations and continued
lockdown restrictions.
2.2. Note the Black Country LEPs role in the gathering of EU Exit and Covid intelligence and
processes for directing this into the correct forums to influence policy change where
required.
2.3. Provide any insight on challenges not identified in the intelligence provided, and any
recommended actions for mitigating live issues.

3.

Report Detail
Changes to UK-EU Relationship from January 2021

3.1. A briefing paper and slides were presented by the WMCA at the WMCA Strategic Economic
Development (SED) Board in January 2020, providing an overview of the key changes after
the end of the Transition Period and agreements reached as part of the UK-EU trade deal.
3.2. As shown in the appended documents, the briefing highlighted that, while the deal provides
a framework in various areas, the most impacts of leaving the Single Market and Customs
Union will still apply. It reports that the Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA) falls short
of many UK’s aspirations in many areas and leaves much still left to be negotiated:
• Mutual recognition and conformity
• Equivalence of standards
• Service sector and financial services
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•

Data sharing provisions still to be regulated

3.3. Agreements reached include:
1) Tariffs and quotas: Tariffs will no longer apply to most goods. However,
Rules of Origin may well mean tariffs on good with non-EU ingredients/parts.
2) Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT): The UK and EU have both the freedom to
regulate goods in the way most appropriate for their own market.
3) Mobility and EU Workforce: On 13 July 2020, the government set out further
details on the UK’s new points-based visa system. These new arrangements took
effect from 1 January 2021, once freedom of movement with EU ended.
4) Participation in EU programmes: The UK is intending to participate in Horizon
Europe, Euratom and Copernicus, but not Erasmus.
5) Mutual Recognition of Social Security and Health: The reciprocation for
travellers and citizens resident abroad is agreed.
3.4. The SED Board briefing highlights the following potential impacts arising from challenges
created by change:
• Delays at border crossings and reduced freedom of movement.
• Tariffs potentially payable where Rules of Origin not met or in the case of UK breach
of level playing field conditions.
• In most sectors there is no mutual recognition of conformity.
• Registration of chemicals: Uncertain whether UK regs will be aligned with EU.
• Lowest readiness is in smaller firms.
• Cash flow problems of businesses.

Black Country Role in Intelligence Gathering
3.5. Multiple Black Country partners are supporting the gathering of EU-exit related intelligence
from businesses, working with trade bodies, speaking with industry, other LEPs and the
WMCA. For instance, the Growth Hub reports to BEIS weekly on Covid and EU Exit related
intelligence received from business, Black Country Consortium (BCC) personnel attend a
weekly Brexit intelligence call with partners from the WMCA and other LEPs.
3.6. High levels of regional communication and insight is supporting an understanding of
tangible and specific issues to businesses on the ground. This insight is currently being fed
into multiple areas, including the Mayor’s weekly Economic Impact Group (EIG) and the
West Midlands Weekly Economic Monitor.
3.7. A structure has been setup within the WMCA in order to direct EU Exit intelligence to the
correct forums and boards, for future decision-making and campaigning for policy change
or programme support. The Black Country is actively engaged in this process with BCC
colleagues attending weekly meetings and directly feeding in the intelligence received from
local industry and trade bodies. Ideally this will allow us to feed live intel from businesses
about EU Exit challenges and attempt to mitigate issues where possible.

EU Exit Sector Risk Register
3.8. One key evolving document is an EU Exit sector risk register, developed through the WMCA
sectors group by BCC – who are managing the register. The aim of the risk register is to
understand the specific risks identified across different sectors, and where these risks are
likely to disproportionately impact the Black Country and wider West Midlands. It also covers
economy-wide risks (such as those identified in 3.4) and identifies sectors locally that are
likely to be particularly exposed.
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3.9. For each risk, a high, medium or low impact level is provided, as well as a high, medium or
low likelihood. While supporting the prioritisation of challenges, this feature also supports
and demonstrates the evolvement of risks. For example, some risks have reduced due to
the trade deal’s positive elements.
3.10. The register also attempts to understand whether risks are short-term “teething” problems
or reflect more structural changes to each sector. This will support the ongoing policy and
strategy response at the overall economy and sector level, which is also covered in the
register with columns dedicated to actions that need to be taken.
3.11. It is an evolving document that is summarised into a more digestible format,
comprehensively covering all sectors through our work across LEPs (see appended and
below).

Black Country-level Analysis
3.12. While much is being coordinated at the WMCA/regional level, BCC is ensuring the Black
Country angle to EU Exit risk is demonstrated. This includes maintaining contact with the
Growth Hub and other local partners for emerging intelligence, assessing the sector risk of
EU Exit to the Black Country.
3.13. The Black Country specific EU Exit Sector risk analysis is shown below, setting out a RAG
rating to demonstrate the risk to sectors of key challenges arising from EU Exit.
3.14. The findings of the matrix are reflective of considerable intelligence gathering across
industries. This has included ongoing reports from business groups, sector bodies and
businesses themselves through multiple regional forums. These include intelligence
summaries from all Growth Hubs, updates from Chambers of Commerce, FSB and MakeUK
amongst other groups, and engagement with local industry through Local Industrial Strategy
sector plans that LEPs are leading on.
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3.15. The analysis shows that:
•

•
•

Three Black Country sectors are considered as having a particularly high risk to
challenges around EU Exit: Advanced Manufacturing & Engineering, Retail and
Transport Technologies. This is largely due to trade barriers surfacing despite the
UK-EU trade deal: impacts of Rules of Origin, VAT and additional customs
paperwork in particular.
Construction is assessed as having medium risk to EU Exit challenges. It is not
immune to trade changes (and impacted by supply and price rises of materials),
while being more severely at risk to VAT and tax reform in the UK.
Other sectors are significantly challenged by EU Exit changes, potentially
impacting on Black Country businesses and their competitiveness. For
example, the Visitor Economy and Sports are assessed as having a
medium risk, partly due to the damaging effect of additional travelling for
work restrictions and its impact on cultural, entertainment and sporting events
in Europe.

3.16. Importantly, the RAG rating and analysis does not represent the fortunes or risks of all
businesses in all sub-sectors where indicated, but rather provides a general overview of
how much of a risk certain features are across sectors. The analysis is intended to be highlevel to provide a good picture across all sectors, but behind the matrices there is a wealth
of intelligence at a more granular level, taking into account differences within sectors and
describing specific Covid and EU Exit issues that businesses are facing.

Covid Risk Analysis
3.17. BCC continues to work with LEP and WMCA colleagues to identify the live impacts of the
Covid-19 pandemic on businesses. A specific sector lens has also been provided,
assessing the sector risks of ongoing lockdown restrictions and wider issues created by
Covid.
3.18. The findings of the Covid sector risk matrix are also reflective of considerable intelligence
gathering across industries in the region. Like the EU Exit insight, this has included ongoing
reports from business groups, sector bodies and businesses themselves through multiple
forums.
3.19. The matrix builds on previous sector risk analyses regarding Covid, previously reported at
the LEP Board and at various policy groups / meetings. The level of evolving evidence, both
qualitative and quantitative, provides a live understanding of risks and challenges faced by
sectors. The Black Country Covid risk matrix is displayed below.
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3.20. The analysis shows that:
•

•

•

Four Black Country sectors are considered as having a particularly high risk to
continuing challenges around Covid: Advanced Manufacturing & Engineering,
Retail, Transport Technologies and the Visitor Economy. For manufacturing and
transport, this is because, despite many businesses being operational, firms in these
sectors have received a relatively high proportion of access to finance loans, while
the sectors are adversely affected by shifts towards home working, testing
requirements and being in control of managing risks. In contrast, the Visitor
Economy and retail are clearly being damaged significantly by their inability to open
as usual. This is putting pressure on liquidity, raising the possibility of high levels of
debt and insolvency.
Construction is assessed as having medium risk, though the sector is at a
high risk in a number of specific areas. These include social distancing and
home working, which are difficult to manage and increase costs, as well as
insolvency & debt issues. As the sector remains largely operational and EY’s
forecast is positive, the overall RAG rating is medium rather than high.
Three sectors – Business Services, Health and the Public Sector – are
deemed to be of relatively low risk to Covid impacts. However, this does not
mean they are immune – many local companies in these sectors will be
struggling through lockdown and the economic downturn. Generally, though,
they are better placed to deal with home working and being operational with
decent order book prospects.

3.21. As with the EU Exit matrix, the Covid RAG rating and analysis above does not represent
the fortunes or risks of all Black Country businesses in all sub-sectors where indicated, but
rather a high-level overview.
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Next Steps
3.22. The risk matrices aim to support the policy-making process regionally by providing up to
date, evidence-led intelligence on the key issues affecting business sectors. They allow for
the identification of issues relating to the key tenets of EU Exit and Covid across sectors,
paving the way for a tangible response in the region. Some potential action areas have
already been identified at the WMCA 3-LEP level, as depicted below.

3.23. These serve as potential action ideas, supporting some sectors more than others given their
relative exposure – identified by the matrices. The risk matrices and responding actions are
an evolving process regionally and will continue to be updated as the status and challenges
of EU Exit and Covid change. Ensuring a Black Country specific version of the potential
actions table will also be a key activity for BCC going forward.
3.24. Sector-level and economy-wide EU Exit risks will continue to be identified and collated
through multiple sources, including the sector risk register maintained by BCC. Currently
the analysis covers risk, though the opportunities of both EU Exit and a post-Covid world
will also be considered moving forward.
3.25. The evolving findings of the risk register will feed into sector action plans and
strategy/priority actions at both the Black Country and WMCA level, ensuring we continue
to evolve to meet the needs of industry in times of EU Exit and Covid.
3.26. BCC, the LEP and partners will continue to integrate the intelligence gained from
businesses to shape Black Country policy and programme activity going forward, supporting
an effective economic recovery in the region.
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4.

Financial Implications

4.1. There are no financial implications within this report.

5.

Legal Implications

5.1. There are no legal implications within this report.

6.

Risk Management

6.1. No risks have been identified.

7.

Equality Implications

7.1

There are no equality implications within this report

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Charlie Hopkirk
Senior Business Researcher, Black Country Consortium
charlie_hopkirk@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Documents:
SED Board Paper and Slides on EU Exit (Tony Smith, WMCA)
Black Country EU Exit and Covid Sector Risk Analysis
WMCA EU Exit and Covid Sector Risk Analysis, with Potential Actions
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Agenda Item 8

Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
22nd February 2021
Next Steps on Energy in the Black Country
1.

Background and purpose

1.1 The importance of access to competitive energy supplies for Black Country industry
and households has been reflected in long-term LEP support and leadership of both
local and regional energy initiatives for a number of years.
1.2 The LEP Board established an Energy Steering Group to take work forward, chaired
by Tom Westley, in May 2018. The Energy Steering Group is supported by a
retained consultant, Matthew Rhodes.
1.3 Matthew normally reports to the LEP Board twice a year on progress, in February
and July.
2.

Recommendations

2.1 That the Board note
•

continued progress by the Energy Steering Group on this agenda in 202021, including securing recognition and an initial £2M of funding for the Black
Country within the government’s major industrial decarbonisation programme
of support for UK industrial heartlands;

•

that 2021-2 will be a critical year nationally for determining energy cost
allocations and policies which could fundamentally affect economic
opportunities in the Black Country;

•

that the Black Country continues to lead and support West Midlands regional
activity in energy via the Energy Capital Partnership and this complements
LEP-specific work unique to the Black Country

2.3 That the Board approve continued funding for the work of the Black Country Energy
Steering Group (£43k per year).
3.

Overview of the energy and fuel poverty landscape in the Black Country

3.1 Clean, cost-effective energy supply is critical to industry, households, and transport
systems. The way this energy is generated and delivered is critical to environmental
quality and the Black Country’s ability to deliver carbon targets and respond to
climate emergencies.
3.2 The Black Country is responsible for around 1.4M t of CO2 emissions every year
and businesses and citizens across the Black Country pay around £2 billion for fuel
(gas, electricity and transport).
1

3.3 Energy is a significant cost input – typically 10-20% - for just under a third of Black
Country businesses (~7000 companies) employing over 100,000 people and
contributing £4.5Bn to regional GVA1. While just under half of these are residential
care homes and hospitality businesses (which do not compete internationally)
around 4000 (employing 64,000 people1) are energy-based manufacturing
businesses competing globally with companies who may be able to access energy
at lower cost.
3.4 The two biggest Black Country industrial sectors by GVA are electricity, gas, water
and waste management (£1Bn p.a.) and manufacture of transport equipment
(£0.8Bn). These are directly impacted by any changes to the UK energy system and
employ 16,000 people.
3.5 There are around 66,000 households (13.6%) in fuel poverty in the Black Country three of the four Black Country metropolitan council areas are in the worst 10% of
local authorities nationally.
3.5 Over half of the costs of energy are fixed infrastructure and regulated costs, set by
political decisions. These do not generally reflect the actual costs of getting energy
to customers, which are highly variable (e.g., depending on access to fuel sources
(i.e., proximity to renewable or other energy sources) and the quality of existing
infrastructure).
4.

A critical period in national policy development

4.1 The Government published an Energy White Paper and ‘Ten Point Plan for a Green
Industrial Revolution’ in December 2020. These set out a national strategy to
electrify transport and decarbonize electricity generation, coupled with aspirations
to move domestic heating away from gas to electricity, and replace some industrial
heat with hydrogen supported by carbon capture and storage in the long term.
4.2 These plans have potentially significant economic, social and spatial implications for
the UK and the Black Country. Specifically, a nationally-managed transition to much
greater use of electricity for domestic heating and industrial processes will (without
intervention) significantly increase fuel poverty in the Black Country and make
traditional Black Country industries less globally-competitive.
4.3 The Energy White Paper highlighted that a range of proposals and consultations
would be brought forward during 2021, including a fundamental review of the way
energy costs are allocated (April 2021); an industrial decarbonisation strategy for
the UK; a heat and buildings strategy and EV Charging Strategy and a Hydrogen
Strategy.
4.4 The outcome of these strategies and consultations will affect whether or not the
Black Country is an attractive place to locate energy-intense advanced
manufacturing; whether local authorities have the tools they need to tackle fuel
Office for National Statistics, Regional GVA (2019), Business Register and Employment Survey
(2020), UK Business Counts (2019)
1
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poverty locally; and how easy it is for Black Country businesses and people to
access national transport infrastructure. It’s therefore important that the LEP engage
proactively in these consultations and debates and seeks to work with partners to
secure the best possible outcomes for the region.
5.

Progress in 2020-21

5.1 During 2020-1 The Energy Steering Group was successful in securing £2M (£1.5M
from Innovate UK and £0.5M from private sector partners in match funding) for
‘Repowering the Black Country,’ one of seven industrial cluster decarbonisation
projects nationally. This project runs from January 2021 to March 2023 and will build
the business cases for four ‘zero-carbon’ industrial hubs across the region and seek
additional capital funding for large scale business support programmes and
infrastructure investment.
5.2 Repowering the Black Country has enabled us to build relationships with other
industrial clusters in South Wales, Humberside and the North West, and with the
industrial energy team in BEIS. The LEP Chair and Chief Executive met the Energy
Minister twice during the second half of 2020, accompanied by MAKE UK and
leaders of Black Country businesses, and successfully raised the profile of the
issues and opportunities facing the Black Country, laying the ground work for
potentially more effective participation in the critical consultations during 2021.
5.3 The Energy Minister offered personally to support Black Country participation in
COP26 in Glasgow in November, and we are working with BEIS and the other
industrial clusters in turning this promise into a reality.
5.4 The Energy Steering Group continued to be well-supported by all four local
authorities, industrial, housing, infrastructure and academic partners. Local energy
and fuel poverty schemes led by the local authorities are progressing across the
region and the Steering Group provides a valued forum for sharing experiences and
stimulating progress.
5.5 A regional fuel poverty programme ‘ask’ was developed and put to government
during 2020 and remains high on the mayor’s agenda. If successful this will release
up to £100M for additional investment in fuel poverty projects across the West
Midlands.
5.6 A WM regional ‘pathfinder’ set of energy asks was also sent to the Secretary of State
for BEIS in December and again in January (following a change of portfolios). This
contains the long-standing Black Country requests for an energy infrastructure
investment fund and devolved powers over energy cost allocation locally.
6.

Proposed activities in 2021-22

6.1 The Energy Steering Group is well-supported and will continue to meet quarterly,
chaired by Tom Westley with Matthew Rhodes acting as executive lead.
6.2 There will be a strong focus on getting the most out of the wider opportunities flowing
from repowering the Black Country, including participating in COP26 and
3

development of a UK industrial decarbonisation strategy, as well as delivering the
project itself.
6.3 Both the Repowering the Black Country project and the Black Country Energy
Steering Group are keen to broaden their partnerships and engagement across the
region. Initial discussions have been held with the University of Wolverhampton and
the WM Growth Hub, MAKE UK and the Confederation of British Metalformers, and
the Infrastructure Group working on the Black Country Plan to ensure alignment of
activities and maximise opportunities to work together. A joint event for
manufacturers on the implications of the Energy White Paper for the Black Country
is also planned in March. A full-time project manager for Repowering the Black
Country should be in post by March 1.
6.4 This will ensure the Black Country has sufficient capacity at this critical stage in
development and transformation of the UK energy system effectively to represent
the Black Country’s economic interests in the national debate.
7.

Financial Implications

7.1 The LEP is requested to commit £43k to provide a budget to continue to support the
Energy Steering Group. This pays for the activities listed above including ongoing
dedicated support to the Energy Steering Group through Camirus Limited (Matthew
Rhodes).
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact
Matthew Rhodes
Black Country Energy Steering Group and Chair Energy Capital
February 2021
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Agenda Item 9

Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Board
22nd February 2021
Black Country Strategic Economic Plan – Getting Building Fund
Project Change Request – National Brownfield Institute Phase 2 –
Construction and Delivery Project (SEPPL150)
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To request that the LEP Board approves the National Brownfield Institute Phase 2 –
Construction and Delivery Project related changes.

1.2

This funding request relates to Phase 2 and the construction element of the National
Brownfield Institute scheme and the external independent due diligence that has been
concluded.

2.

Recommendation

2.1. That the LEP Board:
2.2. Approves the Accountable Body for the Getting Building Fund (Walsall Council) to proceed
to amending the Grant Agreement with the University of Wolverhampton, to deliver the
Getting Building Fund (GBF) funded elements of the National Brownfield Institute Phase 2
- Construction and Delivery Project with delivery to commence in the 2020/21 financial year.

3.

Report Detail

3.1. The National Brownfield Institute (NBI), based at the University of Wolverhampton’s
Springfield Campus and operating in line with the principles of the catapult model, will seek
to directly address the challenges that successful and sustainable redevelopment of
brownfield sites currently faces.
3.2. Prioritising the redevelopment of brownfield sites has been at the core of the planning policy
for many years. However, despite numerous attempts by policy makers over the decades,
there are now more brownfield sites than ever requiring intervention, with an increasing
pressure on the development of land for housing, employment and recreational purposes.
This is particularly true in the Black Country and across the wider West Midlands region.
3.3. The redevelopment of brownfield sites is perceived to be more expensive, take longer and
therefore deters the development of sites in preference to those with less challenges, such
as green space. This has resulted in ad-hoc and piecemeal regeneration for urban centres
and commercial development, as key brownfield development sites remain problematic and
unviable.
3.4. The state-of-the-art facilities of the NBI will offer unrivalled access for the construction
industry to integrated learning, research and development across professional disciplines,
practical application, commercial testing and certification. It will embrace national and
international best practice and become a focus for the brownfield sector globally and be
unique in terms of its magnitude, scale and impact and will define and influence the future
approach to brownfield regeneration. The NBI will proactively help address regional and
national housing issues by helping deliver more homes and secure Wolverhampton’s
position at the forefront of construction and brownfield development nationally and
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internationally, whilst making a direct contribution to both the ‘levelling up’ and green growth
agendas. The National Brownfield Industry will be a game-changer for the City of
Wolverhampton, the region and across the country.
3.5. Further to the NBI Phase 1 – Development project, which saw the development of the Full
Business Case for the Capital scheme, the University has been successful in their bid for
the ‘Getting Building Fund’, in order to bring the full vision for the NBI development to
fruition. The BC LEP has provided significant investment into the Springfield Campus over
the last five years, this has resulted in the launching of the Elite Centre Springfield Hub and
the soon to be completed School of Architecture and Built Environment. The NBI facility
would build on these previous investments and complete the specialist offering by the
University on Springfield campus.

3.6. The following baseline outputs were included in the original project bid:
Output
Jobs Created
Construction Jobs
Businesses Assisted
Commercial Floorspace
Housing Units unlocked
Land Remediated

Quantity
10
364
1000*
2,200
17,200*
600Ha*

*Outputs to be delivered over a 10-year period by the National Brownfield Institute

3.7. The project was approved by the Black Country Joint Committee in September 2020, with
a view to bring back an updated report, once Thomas Lister had completed the due
diligence. The Thomas Lister report has been provided for members to review. The scope
of the project has changed slightly since the Full Business Case (FBC) was submitted for
external appraisal. The original FBC included what is known as ‘the refurbishment of Block
A’ but this has since been removed from the scope and the GBF funding will now deliver a
new build development. It is still very much the intention of the University to complete the
works required at Block A, and as such this has been included in the City of
Wolverhampton’s ‘Stronger Towns’ funding bid. The value of that funding request is £3.6m.
3.8. Taking into account the changes mentioned above, the updated profile of the expected
outputs for the duration of the programme is captured as follows –

Direct Outputs
Output

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25+

TOTAL

44

Total to March
2023
70

Business Assists

2

24

Jobs Created

0

0

66

864

1,000

6

6

2

2

Commercial
floorspace (Sqm)

0

10

0

1,341

1,341

0

0

1,341

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25+

TOTAL

Housing Units

0

0

100

Total to March
2023
100

100

1520

1720

Land Remediated
(Ha)

0

0

100

100

100

400

600

Commercial
floorspace (Sqm)
(Block A)
Construction Jobs

0

0

859

859

0

0

859

2

24

24

50

24

290

364

Indirect Outputs
Output
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Outcomes (non-contracted / formally monitored):
• Housing units unlocked - 15,480

Outcomes (non-contracted / not formally monitored):
• Learners assisted (excluding apprenticeships) - 1,250
• Apprenticeships completed - 68
• Businesses created - 20
• National / International companies attracted to the West Midlands area - 3
3.9. These outputs do differ slightly from what was originally submitted as part of the project bid,
as these have now been reviewed as part of the external due diligence. The PMO are
requesting approval of these updated outputs and how they will be captured in the grant
agreement.

4.

Benefits Cost Ratio (Value for Money)

4.1. Benefit-cost ratios (BCRs) are utilised in capital budgeting to analyse the overall value for
money (VfM) of undertaking a new project. It is an indicator showing the relationship
between the relative costs and benefits of a proposed project, expressed in monetary or
qualitative terms. For the purposes of BC LEP funding, the Economic Intelligence Unit has
developed the formula, deployed by the Programme Management office, to identify the BCR
for a project requiring public sector funding. The threshold for any project that has been
assessed, is 1.5 and would be considered ‘good value for money’ should this threshold be
exceeded. For transport related schemes, the main metric considered for the BCR is
reduced transport journeys, any transport schemes seeking LEP funding will require a BCR
higher than 2 in order to demonstrate high VfM. The BCR calculation however does not take
into consideration the Strategic fit and proposition of a project – this is considered as part
of the project assessment against the Black Country Strategic Economic Plan and
associated frameworks.
BCR/Value for Money
Baseline BCR at time of project bid - 29.20 > 1.5
A calculation of a BCR that is greater than 1.5 is considered good value for money
Updated BCR calculation 14.10 > 1.5

5.

Financial Implications

5.1. All the costs associated with this proposal form part of the GBF Programme and will be
covered by allocations from the government with this programme. This includes use of any
interest accrued by the Accountable Body to cover costs associated with the delivery of
Accountable Body functions, as approved by its (Walsall Council) Cabinet on 29th October
2014.

6.

Legal Implications

6.1. The appropriate Grant Agreements are in place and will be utilised by the Accountable Body
(Walsall Council), and include all conditions passed onto the LEP by Government, together
with all terms, conditions, performance measures and sanctions as required by the
approvals/conditions received from Government or approved by the LEP Board or the Joint
Committee.
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7.

Risk Management

7.1. Risk will be managed through the on-going monitoring of individual projects and their ability
to deliver the required spending profiles and outcomes for the programme as required or
agreed with Government and set into place by the LEP Board and the Joint Committee.

8.

Equality Implications

8.1. None at the time of drafting
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Report Author
Lara Smith
Tel: +44 (0)1384 471166
Email: Lara_Smith@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Project SRO
Ray Flynn
University of Wolverhampton
Project SSRO
Richard Lawrence
Wolverhampton City Council
Source Documents:
i)
January 2021 FSG GBF Report V1.
ii)
NBI Phase 2 Thomas Lister Due Diligence report
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Agenda Item 10
BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP (LEP)
EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS (PEOPLE THEME ADVISORY) BOARD
Minutes of a Meeting Held at 8.30am on
2nd February 2021
Microsoft Teams
Present:
Prof Nazira Karodia – University of Wolverhampton;
Cllr Rajbir Singh – Sandwell MBC;
John Adams – Walsall College;
Kacey Akpoteni – Pleasant Valley Care;
Martin Dudley – Thomas Dudley Ltd;
Chris Luty – BCTG;
Guy Shears – RSA Academies;

In Attendance:
Sarah Middleton – Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Prof Delma Dwight – Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Scott Grindey - Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Angela Moore - Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Sue Lindup – City of Wolverhampton;
Isobel Wood – City of Wolverhampton;
Kelly Thomas – Sandwell MBC
Dena Read - Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA);
Clare Hatton – WMCA;
Laura Johnson – Serco;
Darryl Baker – People Plus;
Nicky Westwood – University of Wolverhampton;
Jane Kaur-Gill – Walsall MBC;
Zoey West – Walsall MBC;
Leanne Lloyd – Black Country Consortium Ltd; and
Hywel Ruddick - Black Country Consortium Ltd.
Apologies: Councillor Mike Hardacre and Lindsey Flynn, Carolyn Stokes and
Chris Ward.
1/21

Declarations of Interest
No declarations of interest were made.

2/21

Minutes of the Meeting held on 12th November 2020
The minutes of the meeting held on 12th November 2020 were submitted.
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The Chair referenced Minute no. 44/20 “Outcome Government consultation –
Review of post-16 qualifications at level 3 and below in England” and advised
that the response and highlighted the concerns regarding T-Level qualifications
being restrictive; the issues on the Creative and Design Pathway; and that the
review should have include SEN students.
Following these comments, it was
Agreed
1) That members note the responses contents to the consultations; and
2) That the minutes of the meeting held on 12th November 2020 were
confirmed and accepted as a correct record.
3/21

Economic Dashboards
Prof Delma Dwight provided an overview of the current economic impact
statistics highlighting that it was envisaged that the economy would not return
to pre-Covid levels until 2023 and advised that the regions GVA outlook was
one of the weakest in the UK. She highlighted that: • PMI – was ok
• Future business confidence was positive;
• Youth claimants had seen a slight decrease, but remained the highest
amongst all LEPS;
• Furlough – 60,700 employees remained furloughed and approximately
7,000 businesses remained closed.
Martin Dudley advised that in terms of manufacturing the sector was reasonably
buoyant and reported that his difficulties were around Covid and staff having to
isolate. Whilst he acknowledged a lot of companies and people were suffering,
he advised that within manufacturing there remained a lot of opportunities.
Isobel Woods stated that there was a need for intelligence around the needs of
the employer and the demands of the economy to develop a skills provision
package which would reskill the workforce and provide displaced employees
with an opportunity to retrain.
Martin Dudley advised that the action arising out of this information was an
opportunity to identify areas where skills were needed at the moment and “bolt
on” to existing resources i.e. the Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills. It
presented an opportunity to study the needs of employers and the region’s
economy.
Angela Moore advised that the Careers Hubs and Enterprise Advisers could
promote the opportunities that were available to young people.

Agreed
1) that the Advisory Board note the update; and
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2) that work be undertaken to identify the areas where skills were required
with the aim to utilise existing resources where already available.
4/21

Skills Dashboard Update
Scott Grindey stated that the dashboard had been further developed and
refined to part of the SAP Toolkit under four them headings Education,
Qualifications, Jobs and Unemployment. He advised that each theme could
further be drilled down by sector to include skills requirements and thus
provided evidence-based data to support the strategic pipeline ambitions. In
addition, the pipeline showed activity being undertaken and highlighted gaps
where to target resources in order to achieve the bigger outcome for the region.
Sarah Middleton advised that the Skills Dashboard provided the ability to “laser
in” on aspects of what the economic data had provided, at a granular level i.e.,
neighbourhood level, which would enable more targeted interventions that
could show a real difference and guide the resources that the LEP and partners
across the region had available to them.
The Chair stated that it was good to show how resources needed to be
channelled.
Agreed that the dashboard be received and noted;

5/21

WMCA Jobs and Skills Delivery Board – Update on Activity and Progress
WMCA Jobs and Skills Delivery Board
Clare Hatton The Board brings together local, regional and national strategic
leads to develop and monitor new activity to respond to four key workstreams:
• Supporting Young People
• Helping the West Midlands back to Work
• Future Jobs, Future Skills
• Communicating (businesses, individuals and Government)
In respect of Supporting Young People she advised that in the West Midlands
the CA had: • Launched new online youth offer – all partner resources
• Wolverhampton Youth Hub launched – 14 more to follow
• Kickstart programme launched
Whilst Nationally Incentives for apprenticeships had been launched.
She highlighted the achievement’s both in the West Midlands and Nationally,
to include : • Additional investment in Sector-Based Work Programmes (SWAPs)
• FE college offer ready to launch – coverage across all key sectors
• Over 1,500 people already enrolled – expect outcomes of 50% jobs
• CWG Jobs and Skills Academy established
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Clare Hatton advised that Richard Lawrence, City of Wolverhampton, was
working with the Chambers in respect of business engagement and how
intelligence was gathered.
For Future Jobs and Future Skills, she stated that the Board would oversee
current plans to diversify the region’s skills base, with a focus on new, higherlevel skills training in areas of growth (e.g. digital) and that the Board would
seek to identify emerging growth sectors, requiring new skill areas, to target
retraining funds and activity.
In respect of achievements, she advised that the West Midlands had seen an
extension of the Digital Retraining Scheme; a new level 3 offer launched; and
new level 3 and 4 flexibilities had been linked to local economic needs.
Nationally the National Skills Entitlement had been announced.
Isobel Woods welcomed that the BC and region were coming together, as the
CA worked across the 7 Mets and 3 LEPs. She welcomed the co-ordinated,
joined up approach to share good practise.
Martin Dudley highlighted that the Apprenticeship Levy was not working for
SMEs and advised that Chris Luty had provided a good report for the Metals
Council. He stated that there was need to do a piece of engagement work with
businesses to promote the benefits of the scheme and asked Dena Reed to
take the message back to her colleagues.
Chris Luty advised that in respect of Apprenticeship Recruitment where there
had been a drop was amongst SMEs. He stated that there were opportunities
at the moment with traineeship incentives but they were time limited thus there
was a need to make as much noise as possible in promotion, particularly with
SMEs.
Angela Moore referenced Comms to SMEs and stated that she would circulate
a piece of work from the SFA with information on SMEs, Kickstart etc and she
suggested that she engage with Martin Dudley regarding Comms and the Kills
Factory for the Ladder.
Kacey Akpoteni referenced her own company’s issues in the Health & Care
Sector highlighting that the communications were quite poor; small businesses
found the processes around Apprenticeships unwieldly; and whilst they heard
about incentives for young people (16 year olds) they did not see it. In respect
of the Kickstart scheme for job placements to get back into work, she advised
businesses could not take part if they could not commit to taking 30 people.
She advised that they had signed up to a consortium to take part and that the
incentive was £1500 per placement – however the training consortium took
50% of the incentive. She advised that there needed to be a level of honesty
and transparency from training providers, as it would take a lot to change the
mindset of business owners, hence why SMEs were not engaging with these
schemes.
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Laura Johnson referenced Serco’s SME engagement but advised what they
could not currently support was progression into an Apprenticeship. She stated
that all were seeking the same “end game” and suggested that a small cohort
come together to seek to review how the scheme operated.
Scott Grindey advised that the BC was in similar conversations with the CA and
the other 2 LEPS and stated that he would bring their conclusions back to the
next meeting. In respect of Kickstart he advised that the 30 minimum
requirement had now been removed.
Nicky Westwood agreed that progression routes for young people required
flexibility and of the need to promote the pipeline of offers and suggested that
a working group be established to recommend solutions.
Martin Dudley stated that the working group should be very focussed, as the
BC were very strong on SME employers, with a laser sharp focus to target the
SME sector.
Clare Hatton added that the £1500 was the employers for the Kickstart scheme
not the training providers.
Skills for Jobs -White Paper – Further Education Reform
Clare Hatton highlighted the headlines from the White paper: • New Local Skills Improvement Plans – business-led
• £65 million Strategic Development Fund to support proposals
• Establishment of new College Business Centres
• Level 3 Entitlement
• Employers designing all technical courses by 2030
• Support for FE workforce – e.g., nationwide recruitment programme and
new Workforce Industry Exchange Programme
• From 2025, more flexible student finance to support access to more
modular and flexible learning.
• Further work with Apprenticeship Levy – and funding simplification
• New powers to intervene when colleges are failing to deliver good
outcomes for the communities they serve.
She advised of the West Midlands response being built on a positive discussion
with FE Minister and Mayor
• Keen to build on our successes – opportunity to ‘accelerate’
• Chambers and WMCA developing a proposal:
• Will work with region’s colleges and, potentially, HE
• Build on not reinvent – use current partnerships, data and reports
• Focus on action – rapid and agile
• Keen to use EIG and Mayor’s Business Advisory Group to inform
areas of focus
In respect of the Next Steps the Chair stated that there should be a focus on
action for all stakeholders so that they were primed and understood what was
required. The Chair welcomed the idea of developing a trail blazer whether the
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region got funding or not and queried why higher-level skills stopped at Level
5. Clare Hatton advised that this was where the gap had been identified as
Levels 6 and 7 already had a good offer through the Universities.
Martin Dudley referenced the Skills Plan and stated that BC need to own the
BC Plan, highlighting that the region had the ECMS Hub and the skills survey
from the Skills Factory which represented a great model to work from.
Isobel Wood recognised the pace it was moving at and offered that the BC
could assist and support, in that the region had a lot of provision to include
capacity, reach and returns in place. She advised that the skills agenda was
politically important for the region and that there was already a lot of
collaboration. Clare Hatton advised that the aim was to build on what was
already being done.
Sarah Middleton welcomed the support to build, in collaboration on what the
region already had. For BC re-skilling was an issue in that if an individual
already had a level 3 qualification there was a need to identify a resource how
a person could re-skill for a career change. Clare Hatton advised that the CA
could already do as the AEB was their decision how to spend. Sarah Middleton
stated that it would be good to develop that funding pot so that more individuals
could be offered retraining and Clare Hatton advised that was where there could
be joined up work with the UKSPF.
The Chair noted there was need to build on what was already available,
welcomed the Trail Balzer and engagement with stakeholders. She supported
the work with the Chamber and the ambition to grow the EB funding pot.
Agreed
1) that the Advisory Board establish a focussed working group to review
the apprenticeship offer and promotion to SMEs in particular; and
2) that the contents of the report to include the update on the White paper
be noted.
6/21

Black Country LEP Away Day Recovery Prospectus Commitment - Deliver
Skills for Today and the Future
Sarah Middleton advised that as the Country was now part way through the
pandemic there was a greater understanding of the impact it had had and thus
the LEP Away Day had been held to consider what the LEP could do to alleviate
the economic impact and look forward to economic growth. The aim had been
to focus on 2 or 3 areas where the LEP could take action and in the context of
the skills agenda the outcome had been to Deliver Skills for Today and the
Future. She advised that martin Dudley would champion the Productivity
Factory and that the document appended to the report needed to be developed
to have a laser focus where the LEP could add best value, with part of the
proposal for a further action focussed session, which would be facilitated. Whilst
she noted that there were big challenges, there were also opportunities.
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Agreed that the Employment and Skills (People) Theme Advisory Board hold
a deep dive Away Day session on the theme of Delivering Skills for today and
the Future.
7/21

Government White paper - Skills for Jobs: Lifelong Learning for
Opportunity and Growth
Dena Read welcomed the overview of the Skills White paper with a local focus
from the WMCA. Nationally the White paper included: • £2.5bn National Skills Fund (includes £95m for adult L3 entitlement)
• £1.5bn Capital Fund to improve condition of FE colleges
• £291m to support 16-19 year-olds £375m to deliver contribution to the
Plan for Jobs in 2021-22 and start delivering our Lifetime Skills
Guarantee
She highlighted the work of the Local Central and North teams who were
increasingly working on commissioned activities to support ‘Communications
Out and Insight In’, highlighting: • Current: Survey supplied to LEP’s, MCA’s and Membership Bodies to
gather information on the Skills for Jobs Incentives. Closes at the end of
February
• Large employer engagement team – gathering insight from employer
accounts.
• Feeding back to Covid Response and Policy Teams – informing future
plans and thinking.
Agreed that the update be noted.

8/21

School & Careers – update information
i.
ii.
iii.

Enterprise Adviser Network update – Dashboard
Careers Hubs Performance Updates – Dashboards
Careers Hubs Overview of Key Projects

Angela Moore advised that the work the CEC Team would be doing would align
with the national provisions contained in the white paper.
Enterprise Adviser Network update – Dashboard
Angela Moore highlighted the statistics and performance of the Black Country
against the targets set by the CEC and advised that the Black Country were
performing well against the national averages and led on benchmark
achievements. However, she advised that performance had been affected by
Covid.
Careers Hubs Performance Updates – Dashboards
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Angela Moore highlighted the performance update across the 3 Career Hubs
and advised that there were now 14 Cornerstone employers, to include Thomas
Dudley, Accord, HSBC, Wates, City of Wolverhampton etc.
Careers Hubs Overview of Key Projects
Angela Moore advised of a number of key projects being undertaken to include
Black Country Careers Expo, Virtual Work Experience, World of Works Week,
Careers in the Classroom etc and asked that Advisory Board members help
identify any gaps in provision.
Isobel Woods welcomed the good work that had gone and stated that it should
be celebrated and stated that the views of young people who had undergone
the experiences should be captured. Angela Moore welcomed any support for
wider communication of the projects available.
Martin Dudley stated that the work being undertaken in the BC was superb. He
referenced the Government white paper and stated that within it Government
wanted to support college lecturers to experience business and he stated that
this should be replicated for teachers through their CPD to link in with
businesses. He stated that he would welcome the BC team pushing for this with
schools. Angela Moore stated that she would seek to take this further through
schools’ teachers’ inset days.
Agreed
1) that the updates be noted; and
2) that the CEC Team take forward the suggestions.

9/21

Update on NEET Data
Scott Grindey stated that the data was showing positive trends and that the
NEET levels had fell across all BC local authorities, with Sandwell performing
well.
Agreed that the update be noted.

10/21

Transition for pupils in 2021
Angela Moore provided details of how the CECE supported and worked with
young people across years 11, 12 and 13. She advised that the proposal was
to bring together a group of bodies to make sure there were no gaps and to
make the most of the funding available. Currently the proposed group consisted
of Aspire to HE, the BC Chamber, Work Pays, Connexions etc.
She highlighted that the BC had an incubation fund through the Aspire to HE
partnership.
Agreed that the update be noted
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11/21

Local Apprenticeship Data
Scott Grindey provided an overview of the data and stated that this would be
useful for the Task & Finish group once established. Unfortunately, all local
authorities had seen a fall in the level apprenticeships – Dudley a reduction of
14.8%; Sandwell 23%; Walsall 22%; and Wolverhampton 25.8%.
Chris Luty asked if the data provided a breakdown by age group and Scott
Grindey stated that the data had only recently been released and that he would
undertake to provide a fuller breakdown that would be circulated to the
Members.
Agreed
1) that the update be noted; and
2) that the data be further interrogated and further breakdown be
circulated to Members.

12/21

Kick Start Black Country Update
Scott Grindey provided the January data for the Black Country, the latest
available, which showed:
• 77 customers currently on the Kickstart Scheme
• 22 in Dudley, 17 in Sandwell, 18 in Walsall and 20 in Wolverhampton
• 358 employers have pledged vacancies
• 1,194 total vacancies pledged
• DWP have so far referred 2,888 customers
• 22 Intermediaries have been approved and were listed on Gov.uk
He advised that overall, the feedback from the DWP suggested that the Black
Country was performing well against national comparators and remained in a
good position. The top Sectors include: Admin/Customer Service,
Manufacturing, IT/Digital, Construction and Care.
The Chair asked if the BC had an idea of what level of skills were being
requested.
Isobel Wood advised that these figures represented current performance and
that the changes to the scheme announced last week would impact on
Wolverhamtpon and the whole of the WM region.
Laura Johnson advised that the changes impacted on Serco provision in favour
of the Kickstart programme.
Angela Moore advised that the changes had come out of the blue and had not
been consulted upon, the decision was based on the need the DWP perceived
was required. The Chair asked that the matter be raised with the DWP.
Jane Kaur-Gill advised that the “u-turn” had included a reduction in the number
of placements required, but include DWP employer engagement with SMEs,
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skills development etc and stated that she was not sure the DWP had capacity
for the programme over the long term.

Agreed
1) that the update be noted; and
2) that the DWP be advised of the concerns across the region.
13/21

European Social Fund Reserve Fund
Sarah Middleton advised that the ESF Managing Authority wrote to all LEPs on
6th January seeking the top five priorities for recovery, to include how these fit
with the national schemes announced by Government and to identify the
remaining gaps, where the Europeans Social Fund (ESF) could add value over
the next two years. For the BC they had been advised of Employment and
Engagement Support; Nurturing Green Growth; Boosting Productivity; Health
and Wellbeing; and Digital Deprivation.
Whilst this could represent an opportunity for the BC, no funding decision had
yet been made.
Agreed that the update be noted.

14/21 For Information
The following update was provided for information.
i)

PR and Communications Report

Agreed that the information updates be noted.
15/21

Actions and Finals Remarks
The Chair thanked Members for their input and noted the following agree
actions: i)
An Away Day to be held to consider priority areas and a deep dive
into skills;
ii)
Work with and support the CA – reinforce the collaboration approach
with all stakeholders;
iii)
Apprenticeships – establish a Task & Finish group, reaching out to
others – Scott Grindey, Angela Moore and Laura Johnson;
iv)
Review intelligence of buoyant sectors;
v)
Progression into work – linking in with SMEs.
vi)
Noted that Laura Johnson was to contact martin Dudley in regard to
skills.
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16/21

Forward Plan
Agreed that the contents of the Forward plan be noted and developed.

17/21

Date of Next Meetings - 2021
The meeting was advised of the schedule of meetings for 2021 all to commence
at 8.30am - Tuesday 18th May; Tuesday 7th September; and Tuesday 9th
November.

Meeting ended at 10.35am
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Black Country Communications & Marketing Dashboard
LEP Communications & Activity
• COVID-19 updates to website
• Wolverhampton Companies Deep Dive Brochure
with EIU
• Supporting all COVID-19 campaigns from
partners and stakeholders including track and
trace
• Working on the next World of Work Week
• Supporting all partners with regular
communications as usual.
• HM Gov Midlands campaigns
• Numerous Cabinet office campaigns
• Monthly newsletters
• LEP Website (redesign) – ongoing, currently
having changes made by third party.
• All news from Local Authorities and stakeholders
• Christmas Advent Campaign.

Incorporating: Black Country LEP, Active Black Country,
Black Country Skills Factory and Black Country Growth Hub

Jan 2021

Active Black Country Communications & Activity
• December Newsletters issued
• #ActiveAdventABC Christmas campaign
• Black Country Rainbow Hour – Christmas book
• #BlackCountryRainbowHour campaign
• #EveryDayYourWay social media campaign
• Love Exploring app promotion
• New Winter Fairy game launched on the Love
Exploring app
• Black Country School Games virtual competitions
• Covid19 restriction support
• Red January promotion
• Physical Activity opportunity database promotion
• Human Rights Day promotion
• Rainbow Laces Day
• Love to Ride Winter Wheelers promotion
• NSPCC Campaign support
• Park Rub Resolution promotion
• Ann Craft Trust campaign support

Planned Events
• N/A

Instagram Analytics
Active BC

•

Dudley MBC, Sandwell MBC, Walsall MBC,
Wolverhampton CC, WMCA, Dept of BEIS,
Cabinet Office, Black Country Chamber of
Commerce, CEC, MMA, Birmingham 2022,
MEIF, Sport England, CPSU, Mind, Local
Government Association, Activity Alliance,
Sport NGBs, all current Growth Hub partners.

AVE (as at end December 2020)

Top 3 Press Articles (based on AVE for Dec 2020)
•

•

Target
RAG

Partners Engaged

Growth Hub Communications & Activity
• COVID SME Grants Round 2 launched and closed
• Several eBulletins sent (COVID, Grants, EU Exit)
• Small Business Saturday content (Blog, Socials)
• Supported various campaigns and programmes
• Continuing to publish COVID19 information
• EU Exit deadline campaign support

•

Newsletter Statistics

Growth Hub

Skills Factory Communications & Activity
• Next virtual World of Work Weeks being
compiled for Construction, Health & Social Care,
Retail and Visitor Economic sectors
• Careers Leader bulletin sent out to all Hub
schools/colleges, Enterprise Advisers and
external organisations

Safeguarding jobs is a priority for economic recovery, say
West Midlands leaders
Permission granted for £17.5m national brownfield
institute
Milestone for new city centre development

LEP

Active Black Country

Skills Factory

Growth Hub
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n/a
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657
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n/a
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1,677
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n/a
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160
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1,228

3,396

4,413

25%

31.9%

29.5%

27.5%

32.45%

25%

30%

32.3%

26.9%

29.3%

49.4%

50.5%

46.6%

Oct

Nov

Dec
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Nov

Dec

Open Rate

Followers
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726

762

403

431

481

Clicked

n/a
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94

38

22

18

36

47

34
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1,527

1,524

Posts

14

18
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18
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n/a

11

22
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14

9

9

6

8

4
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316

Unsubscribed

n/a

0

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

7

19

Engagement

52
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927

1,369

3,776

New Subscribers

n/a

40

6

3

5

7

4
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1

975

496
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Black Country Communications & Marketing Dashboard

Incorporating: Black Country LEP, Active Black Country,
Black Country Skills Factory and Black Country Growth Hub

Jan 2021

Website Analytics

LinkedIn Analytics
LEP
Nov
Code
error
Code
error
Code
error

Oct
Total Visits

1,464

Users

1,048

Page
Views

4,633

Active Black Country
Oct
Nov
Dec

Dec

Oct

Skills Factory
Nov
Dec

Oct

Oct

Growth Hub
Nov
Dec

3,751

844

2,814

2,560

745

596

427

1,333

1,473

884

7,506

11,068

3,751

3,015

675

2,322

2,087

659

553

375

1,158

1,320

808

4,808

6,221

3,186

7,371

2,078

5,692

5,477

1,614

1,115

780

3,161

3,393

1,917

15,474 29,929

7,371

Active Black Country
Oct
Nov
Dec
75
58
76

Oct
129

Growth Hub
Nov
137

Dec
126

Posts
Post
Impressions
Reach

10,668

23,612

3,718

2,318

2,202

2,060

9,359

21,965

3,465

2,133

1,997

1,905

Engagement

570

935

73

6

16

63

12

67

10

5

12

10000

Posts
Post
Impressions
Clicks
Shares,
Comments

Active Black
Country

6000
4000

Skills Factory

2000
Growth Hub
0
Oct

Oct
183

Nov
153
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141

Oct
140

Nov
121

Dec
109

3,124

2,445

1,768

8,673

9,374

7,636

46

58

32

131

202
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9

4
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210

28
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47
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14

12
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Nov

YouTube Analytics

Views
Average %
Viewed

Oct
143

LEP
Nov
279

Dec
109

13.9%

22.2%

22.9%

Active Black Country
Oct
Nov
Dec
232
232
172
39.4%

37.6%

36.6%

Dec

LEP Twitter Followers (as at end December 2020)

Twitter Analytics
LEP

Active Black Country

Skills Factory

Growth Hub

Oct

Nov

Dec

Oct

Nov

Dec

Oct

Nov

Dec

Oct

Nov

Dec

228

198

182

145

110

114

58

28

47

152

139

135

Tweet
Impressions

137,000

121,000

82,900

105,000

126,000

91,600

19,600

9,573

5,853

40,800

41,300

34,100

Profile Visits

645

1,307

1,806

853

2,424

1,942

100

24

88

582

844

2,174

Mentions

71

76

85

117

102

44

31

12

6

64

65

43

New Followers

30

31

1

54

45

27

13

3

17

21

22

3

Tweets

Growth Hub

LEP

8000

10

LEP

Reactions
New
Followers

Twitter Followers

Facebook Analytics

New Page
Likes

Consortium
Nov
Dec

Region
Sheffield City Region
North East
Leeds City Region
Liverpool
Black Country
Humber
Derby Nottingham
New Anglia
Worcestershire
Coventry and Warwickshire
Greater Birmingham and Solihull
London

Dec-20
13,994
12,164
11,298
10,025
9,236
9,103
9,066
8,860
8,157
7,101
6,536
4,864

Black Country Communications & Marketing Dashboard
LEP Communications & Activity
• COVID-19 updates to website
• Supporting all COVID-19 campaigns from
partners and stakeholders including track and
trace
• Working on the next World of Work Week
• Supporting all partners with regular
communications as usual.
• HM Gov Midlands campaigns
• Numerous Cabinet office campaigns
• Monthly newsletters
• LEP Website (redesign) – ongoing, currently
having changes made by third party.
• All news from Local Authorities and stakeholders
• Case Studies for Downing Street

Incorporating: Black Country LEP, Active Black Country,
Black Country Skills Factory and Black Country Growth Hub

Feb 2021

Active Black Country Communications & Activity
• Covid update newsletter
• Partner campaign support
• Black Country Rainbow Hour social campaign
• New Rainbow Hour book edited and promoted
• #EveryDayYourWay indoor and outdoor activity
• Dev of Black Country Moving project
• Virtual School Games competitions
• Love Exploring app promotion
• Active Lives CYP Data promotion
• Safeguarding Workshop
• Dudley PE Network newsletter
• Launch of Uniting the Movement (Sport England)
• RED January promotion
• Wrestle Like a Girl campaign
• Every Mind Matters support
• #RollnStroll support
• #GetSetEatFresh support
• Time to Talk day promotion
• Daily Mile promotion
• NHS Better Health Campaign support
Newsletter Statistics
Target
RAG

Planned Events
• N/A

Instagram Analytics
Growth Hub

Active BC

Skills Factory Communications & Activity
• In conjunction with Black County Chamber set up
and run the first virtual careers Expo. Running
for a 4 week period, pre-registrations 14.500.
Excellent feedback from schools
• Working next set of World of Work Weeks
covering constructions, Health & social care and
Visitor economy
Growth Hub Communications & Activity
• Supported various campaigns (EU exit, COVID)
• Promotion for Experts in Residence Programme
• Increased EU Exit information (website/posts)
• Peer to Peer press release issued
• Supporting FSE Festival of Funding project
• Speaker slot at Venturefest WM 2021 (Dan)

Partners Engaged
•

Dudley MBC, Sandwell MBC, Walsall MBC,
Wolverhampton CC, WMCA, Dept of BEIS,
Cabinet Office, Black Country Chamber of
Commerce, CEC, MMA, Birmingham 2022,
MEIF, Sport England, CPSU, Mind, Local
Government Association, Activity Alliance,
Sport NGBs, all current Growth Hub partners.

AVE (as at end January 2021)

Top 3 Press Articles (based on AVE for Jan 2021)
•
•
•

Coventry embraces VLR Revolution
Green boost for regions to cut industry carbon
emissions
#100m Phoenix 10 project takes step forward as
plans submitted

LEP

Active Black Country

Skills Factory

Growth Hub
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n/a
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1,707
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Incorporating: Black Country LEP, Active Black Country,
Black Country Skills Factory and Black Country Growth Hub

Feb 2021

Website Analytics

Total Visits
Users
Page
Views

LinkedIn Analytics
LEP
Dec

Nov
Code
error
Code
error
Code
error

Jan

Active Black Country
Nov
Dec
Jan

Nov

Skills Factory
Dec
Jan

Nov

Consortium
Dec
Jan

Nov

Growth Hub
Dec
Jan

3,751

4,588

2,814

2,560

3,117

596

427

653

1,473

884

1,423

11,068

3,751

4,588

3,015

3,725

2,322

2,087

2,615

553

375

578

1,320

808

1,311

6,221

3,186

3,527

7,371

13,33
5

5,692

5,477

6,153

1,115

780

1,293

3,393

1,917

3,263

29,929

7,371

13,335

Active Black Country
Nov
Dec
Jan
58
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Nov
137

Growth Hub
Dec
126

Jan
128

Posts
Post
Impressions
Reach

23,612

3,718

5,828

2,202

2,060

1,808

21,965

3,465

5,641

1,997

1,905

1,754

Engagement
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New Page
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Shares,
Comments

Reactions
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Twitter Followers

Facebook Analytics
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0
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141
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2,445
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9

4

8
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47
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Skills Factory
Growth Hub
Dec

YouTube Analytics

Views
Average %
Viewed

Jan

Active Black Country

Nov
279

LEP
Dec
109

Jan
139

22.2%

22.9%

24.0%

Active Black Country
Nov
Dec
Jan
232
172
153
37.6%

36.6%

37.3%

LEP Twitter Followers (as at end January 2021)

Twitter Analytics
Skills Factory

Growth Hub

Nov

Dec

Jan

Nov

Dec

Jan

Nov

Dec

Jan

Nov

Dec

Jan

198

182
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28

47

95

139
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Tweet
Impressions

121,000

82,900

83,000

126,000

91,600

89,300

9,573

5,853

14.8k

41,300

34,100

29,600

Profile Visits

1,307

1,806

3,202

2,424

1,942

1,992
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844

2,174

3,183
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6
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New Followers
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1
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Tweets
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Growth Hub

Region
Sheffield City Region
North East
Leeds City Region
Liverpool
Black Country
Humber
Derby Nottingham
New Anglia
Worcestershire
Coventry and Warwickshire
Greater Birmingham and Solihull
London

Jan-20
14,039
12,230
11,356
10,061
9,262
9,133
9,093
8,921
8,184
7,125
6,573
4,900

